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ADVANCED PROCEDURE AND AXIOMS

THIS IS ADVANCED PROCEDURE
THIS IS AUTHORIZED PROCEDURE

INTRODUCTION

There are three points of address in any case.
EMOTION AND EFFORT.

These are THOUGHT,

The use of these three is established by the estimation by the
auditor of the pre-clear on the tone scale. In any relatively high
level case all three may be used interchangeably.
There are five types of cases. The types are HIGH TONE, NO~~,
NEUROTIC, DRAMATIZING PSYCHOTIC and COMPUTING PSYCHOTIC. These are
bracketed successively from 5.0 down the scale to below 2.0 8
There are two case aspects.

These are: \{[DE OPEN; OCCLUDED.

Every case has one or more COMPUTATIONS, one or more SERVICE
FACSIMILES, one or more DRAMATIZATIONS, one or more SYMPATHY EXCITERS,
one or more PRESENT TIME PROBLEMS, one or more FUTURE GOALS, and only
one EMOrrON.AL CURVE since this is common to every case.
These data combine into

~

aspect of any case and solve any case.

An outline, definition and aescription of these data is the subject of this brief manual.

-laSELF-DETERMINISM
The k~y to the processes outlined in this book lie in the selfneterrrdnism of individuals.
Man has arrived at a place where he is capable of controling his
environment to an extent much greater than he has ever realized.
The results of self-determined action and the action itself may be
modified by the environment, which by space, gravity and such ~atters,
limits the action of the human being. BUT this does not alter the
fact that the mind attempts full self-determinism and to a very marked
extent achie"res it.
Along each and every dynamic the mind makes a self-determined
effort. Self-determinism is positive and strong in its native state.
The only thing which can actually alter self-determinism and reduce it is self-determinism itself. One can determine to be used or
worked upon by the environ and its people but until one makes a determination to do so, one is not so affected.
Each and every aberration of the human mind and the human body has
an initial postulate to be so aberrated. ~ngrams are effective only
when the individual himself determines that th~ will be effective.
Every individual has what is called a "service facsimile. II This
is actually part of a chain of incidents which the individual uses
to invite sympathy or cooperation on the part of the environment.
One uses engrams to handle himself and other and the environ after
one has himself conceiven that he has failed to handle himself, others
and the general environ •
. At first an individual is completely aware that he is using engrams.
Then the use of them itself becomes a curtain to that a1vareness and
proceeds toward an automatic (but nonetheless self-determined) use
of the engrams.
'
~~en one fails as himself, he explains that failure even to himself by consciously, at first, choosing his service f~csimile. Thereafter his own body and mental condition bedome subject to it.

The first self-determinism which leads to aberration is the decision
to be human. The affinity, reality and communicution indulged in by a
human being is necessary to being human. One determines to exert ARC.
One then becomes subject to what he has determined. ARC with individuals in a very aberrated state is necessarily a very low ARC. It is
not that ARC is bad but that ARC with low-toned individuals is bad.
Any individual under processing can be discovered to be using
service facsimiles. Everything which is wrong with him he has selectively and particularly chosen to be wrong with him.
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Every thought or computation has behind it a physical
obsEVVation or effort or counter-effort. But there is also a free
source of theta uhich is itself continually self-detcrmining or is
capable of doing so. Thus it is not necessary to exhaust efforts
and counter-efforts since the individual has FREE CHOICE in his use of
those efforts or countor-efforts.
Every aberration, every service facsimile is non-survival.
The individual evaluated a situation, found it necessary, in order
to go on living in any case, to use a service facsimile. But the
mome:nt it was used, he become ever afterwards subject to it.
causes.

In such a. \7ise, an individual became the effect of his orm

It is the role of the auditor to discover, with the preclear,
the moments when the preclear postulated conclusions of any kind on
any subject. These conc1usions'are occa.sionally smothered by
mis-emotion such as sympathy and by general ARC. They can o1so be
smothered by physical pain.
The running of engrams is i tsalf a therapy. Self-determinism
processing and emotion processing are finer and more complete levels
of processing since they reach all cases which ccn be gotten into
present time oommunication. The engram is never effective until the
individual choses to use it.
It is inte:resting that choosing to use an engram on ~ny
dynamic also includes, Vlhen the-operation fails, all other dynamics.
Thus any non-survival \"fish or action, if it fuils, recoils upon the
user. One postUlates u non-survival action for a group or for another
person or a life form and, if it fails, is subjected to it himself;
a.gain by his own choicel Thus, trying to stop somebody from coughing
by being annoyed "ill result, if the effort feils, in sta.rting one
coughing. Here is a mechanism interposed in the cycle of stimulus
response restimulation which demonstrates that uhereas surface observation
sa.ys that restimulation can occur, deeper study show·s that an interim
step of self-determinism is necessary for ANY rostimulation to take place.
Man is so aberrated at this date that it took considerable processing to
discover this interim factor and to discover that the interim factor is
far more: important than the me:chanism of restimulation and that restimulation
ceases by picking up the inner postulate between a source of restimulation
and being restimUlated.
The extent of free choice is remarkable. The amount a case cun be
improved by self-determinism processing is even more remarkable.
It may be hard for one to realize at first that he wished hinlself
ill. But recall the time when you tried to get out of school or 't"lork.
In such a wise one wished all his ailments upon himself.
There is also, with self-determinism, the emotions of intention. That
emotion with which one enters an incident grec.tly influences the effort and
can be run as emotion. Running "determinisml1 as an emotion, w-hother to see
or to get rid of a psycho-somatic illness, produces broad results. Run
the emotion of "determinism" off a life time and one picks up all non-survivcl
courses. The effort itself f[>,lls away, untouched but fancelled.

-lcJUSTICE
Human beings have a very high natj.ve sense of justice.
Justice could be celled the adjudication of the relative rightness
or Vfrongness of a decision or an action. (See Logic -ffi).
Infinite rightness would be infinite survival.
a person be? - Deed!

How Hrong cl:?n

'tTh.en the iadivic1-..ml is small he cennot enforcI:: justice
excopt by using relutively lorI-scale ARC. Instec.d of forthrj.ght
action, thc"'1., a thing flhich be ;;ill attempt but v:'1ich ,,-ill f.:::.il,
he is cap[!L~.8 of making the aberrated effort of gaining symp.::..thy
to prove his point.
All service facsimiles are used out of em effort to stay in
'!'he incividual, failing in his chilGish leck
of st~lmgt,hJ to effect jUDtic8 ,;hen hu hus been ,;Y''Jngec" retains
the f..:'.c;,:irr:.18 of the injustic;::; and everything CO!}f:<equent upon it
as li\T~::.16 T-,-~'(\of of the 'liJrong '\i'~ich he-s been done L.:.m. Thus one finds
fills an~: bi:!.'t]-, rathor commonly in restimulation, 'b"t only after they
have b(..:en C"1Ued i:.1to ploy by the individual himct):i..f. Men r8cover from
injuries bll~j +he~~ (:0 not recover, short of proce[l~;~:..ng, from their
Oivn S8 '.1.1 -de·:jer:::linism.

ARC, honover low scele.

The ~C'..jor service facsj~ile keys are then to be found in un
area of ir.i::;c,l; Lee 1.hich is cress and blunt and 'Vlh:Lch is very much in
the Dlmr'3~:.(-;:"';: of the preclear.
They occur, th()sl; key incidents,
c.nyt:i.:1e f:co.:l tuo to ten or evcm later.
The indj,~:.~!.lual anSTJers
the i.::,ilJ3tice by uJ.si1ing off tllC injury or illness upon another.
This ;'2.il~.~'1;:) he tc.kes it himsolf.
Later sympD.thj~ for the ppnrveyor
of pour .11' ~,> co D.n~.~ gene:!:'c.l Me self-determinism cc.n occlude these
Gerv:~(;t;) fc.c.:r3~rriles of injustice.
The !'esol'ltion of the s()rvice facsioile depends then upon
getting up .)l,cugh self-determined postulates and E::nough sympathy r>.nd
other emoti·:,n. to lc:.y bare in clarity, a pert of the chain. Then one
breaks up the chain.
The differenc& between homo sapiens and homo novis is thct
homo sapiens is uniformly using a Dervice facsimile or the whole chain
and does not realize that he is using it but explains it as disease
or "mental illness" or"psycho-somatic illness", YThile homo novis
is not using the service f:l.csimile and knovTs 'I;rhat he can occasion with
himself •
In relatively skilled hands it is a 25 to 50 hour process to
advance a homo sapiens to a homo novis. This compares to a 200 to a
2,000 hour process of rUP~ing engrams. The engrams do not need to be run
but become ineffective uhen the determilllsm to have them is cleared awc.y.
Justice and injustice should be kept in mind throughout the process.

-2THE ROLE OF THE AUDITOR
An auditor is essentially a technician.
Existing techniques are such as to determine a
scathing fact: An auditor who cannot achiev~ results
does not know his tools.
Existing techniques are tools.
Any tool requires
intelligent handling and a deftness in application.
The user of ~ny tool, whether it be a stone axe,
an adze or a Geiger counter, must acquire confidence
in that tool and confidence in his ability to use that
tool.
An auditor is most successful when he has
achieved an inexorable self confidence in himself, in
his tools, in his attitude tm,ard the preclear and in
the results he means and determines to achieve.
Any science is to some degree an art. The less
variation in its results, the less it is an art. A perfect
and "inva.riable" scienoe still would contain the variable of
its applicator. However, for the first time in the history
of Man we have achieved minimal variation of application
for we can restore the native ability of the individual
applicator. to be self confident. The~e is no argument about
the exactness of our processes.
Nothing, tritely and truly, succeeds like success
in auditing. Restored confidence in self aided by success
in results markedly shortens for the auditor the time he will
have to spend on any preclear and increases his level of
success.
An auditor should attain personal and general
self confidence. He should then attain a good theoretical
knowledge of his tools. He should have a period of
application wherein he gains an excellent practical knowledge of
those tools. He should then have several signal successes.
If these steps are follovfed an auditor's use of his science
should be certain and broad.

-5THE EVOLUTION OF A MAN

Man evidently began as a monocell, without
intercellular relation problems. He developed by counter
efforts to a degree which banded together many cells
with one central control center. He joined then with
a second control center and, dual, evolved organically into
Man.
The problems of the monocell by itself were strenuous
by uncomplicated, having relationship only with the environment
in its grossdst form - pure MEST.
These problems included
such phenomena as the explosion of cosmis rays.
The problems of a cellular colony under one control
center were yet similar to those of the monocell. The
protagonist had but one personality and one antagonist - MEST.
Vegetable and invertebrate problems are found in this period.
The problems of the dual control stage began severely
and continued in confusion.
Interpersonal relations, when in difficulty, have their
foot in the elemnetary problems of the dual control problems
~herein the current control center confuses its ancient problems
with its partner center with the problems the organism may have
with other individuals in the environment.
These evolution of Man presents many fascinating aspects
but they have ;).:;sic simplicities. Th8Yt3 are , essentially,
only two sets C)"!': problems: the problf~ms between tb; control
center of the n:'nd and the elements; tha problom of the
control center of tbe mind with its a2.ternate control center.
An auditor need resolve, in any case, the essential
basic confusions of the preclear in each of these t-,va sets.
The evolution of Man i8 to date organic. At this date
we have introduced another evolution level - thought.
'I'he 8.u:::'itor is Cal..lS~.ng any preclear he precesses to
evolve i:1t.o a ~ligher plane thaYl '.'ms bH;wrto reachel on the
€7oluti·')uary scale. Ee is NOT re-est:::b::'i sh:tng a past "norm".
His gOf.l is t:1e establishment of the pctential control center
as thpC)C'lf-ch-;terrnimd cen-c,er of cont:rol of the mind. The work
of tho [q~rii tor is not rela ted to a.ny p2.::;t -olegy but to
evolu"thm itself. It is n:>t mei:!.cal rF'!' biol::-gical nor
PG~rch()l '"):;ical) no matter if thesG enter, inci(~.entally as by-produvts
0: procJJsing • That which the [l'1rli tor is doi.:'.g has no past
s'brJdards. BUT IT EAS ITS miN ST"'.l\jDARD, ITS OhN OPERATION,
AS PRECISE AS BUILDING ANY BRIDGE. The goal must not be
violated or lessened.
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(EvE:;.ry technico.l term here is defined in Glosso.u.)
The audmtor and preclear are a group.
To function well a group must be cleared.
The clearing of a group is not difficult. It requires
li ttle time.
The relationship of the auditor and preclear is
not parity.
The auditor lends himself to the group as
the control center of the g:.'oup until the preclear, as sub-control
center is established under his own control center's command.
The role of the auditor ceases at that moment.
The auditor necessar fly owns the preclear. He mms
the preclear on a lessening basis until the precle~r owns himself.
If the auditor wishes to successfully own, to the end
of NOT owning the preclear, he must not use the preclear to
the service of the auditor for this establishes and confirms
the ownership and inhibits the preclear from owning himself.
THE FIRST ACT of the auditor concerns himself. He
assesses the task rather than the preclear and asseeses t.he matter
within himself. He ostablishes whether or not he desires the
preclear to become ectabliJhed under the preclear's own
center of control. To do this the auditor may find it necessary
to straight wire himself for the removal of any reason why he
does not want this preclear to be owned by the preclear.
He then postUlates to himself what he wants to happen with this
preclear and postUlates as well that he can do his task with this
preclear. He must feel these postulates solidly. If he cannot
he must discover why he cannot. Thus the first session's first
minutes Hith the preclear are concerned with the auditor ~imself.
He should take timeout from the preclear until he himself is
established in his task and then readdress the preclear. POSTULATES - 15.
THE SECOND ACT in addressing the preclear is to clear
the preclear of past postUlates which may have concerned some one
Viith whom thep-Bc'l6armay have the aud.itcr confused. Pages 13,14.

THE THIRD ACT consists of cleaning present time facsimiles
for the preclear so that the environment is not confused. Pege 21.
THE FOURTH ACT is establishing accessibility of the preclenr
\lith himself. This may include a thorough address to past
a°l.lditing and auditors. It includes PAST, PRESENT and FUTURE PBGBLEMS.
Pages 16,17,18
No further action than these can be successfully
accomplished until these have been accomplished.
In the case of psychotics, the second, third and fourth
acts may be changed in their order but they are vital. They

-5are so thoroughly vital that one might say that a psychotic case,
computing or dramatizing, will be broken onl¥ by follo,\i'ing
out these four acts and, conversely, that the use of these
four acts will themselves break a psychotic case.
Until these four acts are accomplished, and they must be
accomplished \.ri th any case, no matter the tone of the case (save only
in emergency use of lIassists"), no further act is attempted.
If a further act is attempted without first using the first four
the recovery of the case of his own control center will be
prolongued or entirely inhibited.
It should be borne in mind that these considerations are
of the highest mechanical practicality are are in no way tinged
with any mystic quality. They rest on precision reasons of the
same order as having to put water near a source of heat to get it to
boil.
THE FIFTH ACT is the auditor's assessment of the preclear.
Hith a dispassion paralelled in the examination of a horse one
might wish to buy, the auditor categorizes the preclear in
three echelons of classification as follows:
(A) \7hat is the quality of the preclear1s reasoning
about himself and his e~virnnment, about people~
This establishes, and seeks only to establish, the degree
the preclear's thoughts are vontroled by the environment including
other people. Literalness of response to phrases, commands,
sudden sounds establishes the preclear on the tone scale.
Uhat the preclear does about motion,
the preclear's
muscular tension, the preclear's reaction time all serve to
establish the preclear's THOUGHT. Pages 18, 19,20,21,22,23.
(B) Uhat is the quality of the preclear's emotion?
This is established by the response of the preclear to
the audito~s mood, the voice quality of the preclear, the
stability of the preclear's moods. Uhat is the preclear's endrocrine state?
Pages 10 and 24.
(C) lVhat is the state of the preclear's body?
Here the auditor is looking for glaring defects in structure.
What is the quality of the preclear's sight, hearing? 'lhat
is the tonus of the skin and muscles? How are the limbs formed?
Is there any chronic "psycho-somatic illness"?
Page 19.
This assessment puts the preclear on the tone scale.
It tells the auditor whether he can use straight-wire,
repetitive straight \lire, lock scanning or full effort.
It tells him as well what counter efforts he is most likely to
find. See copy of Tone Scale.
THE SIXTH ACT consists of the establishment of the
SERVICE FACSIMILE CHAIN. That service facsimile
the
auditor must necessarily release can be located by estimating
how old the preclear appears to be. The last of the chain is at
that age. Page 19. Age flashes. Scouting occlusions.
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It should be heartening to the auditor that his
ability to perform acts five and six is a lesser factor
in his processing. Knowing how simply speeds the resolution
u·.. ·' reach ~t
. automat~cally
.
of the case for these technq~ues
without assessment BEYOND THIS POINT; THE AUDITOR MUST
NOT LOCK SCAN OR USE EFFORT ON PRECLEARS BELOn 2.0.
To this end an auditor must be able to place his preclear
on the tone scale. WHEN IN DOUBT AU1AYS ASSUME THE PRECLEAR
IS BELOH 2.0 AND USE ONLY STRAIGHT WIRE AND REPITIVE STRAIGHT
HIRE.
THE SEVENTH ACT consists of listablishing nhether or
not the preclear is currently running on his GENETIC control
center. In short, is this a left hander who has been made
right handed. Fifty percent of all human beings, roughly,
are running on the \7rong control center. Page 5.
THE EIGHTH ACT consists of STOP, ST.\RT,CHANGE
straight wire including, in particular, MOVE. Glossary, Str. Wire,Pg.26
THE NINTH ACT consists of running emotional curves until
the preclear has the curve of one attempt-failure-engram
cycle. This is done ~ntil the service facsimile is lofated; returned
on track. Pege i~, ~4.
THE TENTH ACT consists of running out, by effort,
emotion and thought. the service facsimile. Pages 9,10,11.
THE ELEVENTH ACT consists of running out ALL sympathy
on everyone and anyone in this lifetime, every dynamic.
This is done by running the sympathy for its duration
as a lock over and over until the sympathy is erased.
This includes sympathy for self, for every part 9f the body,
for children, for sexual partners, for each parent, for every
member of the family, for every ally, for every friend,
for every group, organization, state or country, for Man in
general, for matter, for energy, for space, for time, for trees and any
vegetable life, for bacteria, for cells including sperm,
for dogs, cats, horses, cattle, pigs, sheep, game birds,
game animals, for souls, spirits, idols, clairvoyants,
saints, for the Supreme being. Page 10, sympathy, Page 10 Sym~1thy Excit6rs.
THE TWELFTH ACT consists of running sucessively
any and all emotion on all the dynamics one after the other.
This includes happiness, fear, anger, boredom, grief(with or without
a tear discharge) and apathy. Page 9, Page 10, Page 24.
THE THIRTEENTH ACT consists of attempting,
~~::..th THOUGHT,
to cleaI' the case of 0.11 postulates, evaluations,~ goals am judgments
in the current lifetime. Pagus 15, 14, 21,22, 25.
THE FOUaTEENTH ACT consists in rehabilitating the proper
control center. Puge 3, 26.
..~----
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THE .F'iFEENl'lI .8.C'1' com,ists of rech(;;cking
from the fifth up thr01J6h the fourt.::enth act in se~ut:nce.
It is apparent ti"lat the i'l.uditor, so fur, has done
minimal effort processing. It should also be apparwnt
that most auditors are too ambitious to attack efforts.
Experience should tell the auditor that the thorouGh
eradiEation of the use of a service facsimile chain
is not accomplished simply by nullifying one of the facsimiles
on that chain. However, as an esti.m&te, by the time the
auditor has reached the TENTH ACT the chronic somatic of the
case should be out of evidence and should stay out except
for new problems and consequences in the environment.
It should also be apparent that, with act fifteen
we have not tapped the reservoirs of the genetic chain.
·~{e have not established full memory.
We may not have
established full perception. The auditor, by the time he
has accomplished act fifteen, should find himself confronted
with a better product than man has been before. It is
definitely in the devotion of the auditor and within the
limits of his time whether or not he carries his preclear
beyond act fifteen.
It should be noted that beyond a.ct fifteen
potentialities and t€chniques are either unknown or
not established at this time. Up to act fifteen we are
on very safe, proven, thoroughly workable ground.
A preclear thoroughly c~rried through these
processes should be classifieci. as a "fifteen". A
preclear carried through to a chronic somutic rele~se should
be known as a "ten" solely for qualification.
THE E$ENCE OF ADVANCED PROCEDURE IS TO FCJLLOH IT
STEP BY STEP. DO NOT SKIP ANY ACT. DO NOT GO ON TO h FURTHER
ACT UNTIL YOU ARE SATISFIED YOU F~VE ACCOMPLISHED THE ACT
IN ACTION. DO EVERY ACT THOROUGHLY AND ONLY THEN ADVi.NCE
TO lII""EXT ACT. THI::; SHOULD BE SO THOROUGHLY ESTABLISHED
THAT A PRlliCLElUt, KNOHING ADVANCED PROCEDURE" FINDING AN ACT
H:~S BEEN INCOMPLETED OR AN ACT SKIPPED SHOULD JUDGE HIS
AUDITOR A SUB-CENTER AT BEST A~"D GET ANOTHER AODITOn.
(Note: The control-center, sub-sontrol centc:r relc.tionshir.
husband-nife teams highly inadvisable. Husbands :.lnd
wives should·:;.;>pear to each other as inviolate pcrsc.nciities,
n t ut ~udi tor und precle[~r. Threo way teams are fer more
successful. th;,:;.n t"io-'vmy interchanging +eums.)
mokt.;S
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PRECAUTIONS
1. Do not audit a preclear with a tectDique ubove his
tone scale level.
2. Do not audit a preclear with broad techniques until
you have resolved the inaccessibility that preclear may have.
(This is covered in the accessibility section.)
B. Do not audit a preclear

~hen

he is very tired.

4. Do not audit a preclear who is hungry.
5. Audit pre clears who are apparently deficient
nutri tionally only \ihen you give them nutritional supplements.
(This applies to straight wire and any other process.)
6. Do not audit pre clears late at night.
7. Do not evaluate your preclear's data for him.
8. Never back off from a process you have begun.
9. Never give a preclear a second order while he is
still attempting the first you gave him.
10. Always be orderly and routine in your commands.
11. Never 1st your preclear control you. Always
be at a level of force short of his objection point.
12. Act like a control center.
doubtful or bewildered.

Never be confused,

USE A MINIMUM OF EFFORT PROCESSING
AND THEN ONLY ON SERVICE FACSIMILES.

-9-

THOUGHT

Thought is the phenomenon of combining, imagining or
pastulating theta facsimiles for the estimation of future
physical efforts.
All thought is preceded by physical effort except
PRIME THOUGHT, the decision moving the original potential
being from THE STATE OF NOT BEINGNESS to the STATE OF BEINGNESS.
Thought is modified by natural purpose.
Natural purpose mayor may not be modified, in one
lifetime, by past action and efforts. (In other words,
thought obeys prime static in anyone lifetime and cun obey
it at a~T moment in that lifetime. Thought is not necessarily
stimulus-responsd.)
PRIME THOUGlIT occurs at the beginning of the genetic line.
PRIME THOUGHT can occur at any moment during any lifetime,
moving the il:c.ividual from the STATE OF NOT BEINGNESS to the
STATE OF BEIl;C;-'lESS. A common name for this phenomenon is
NECESSITY LEVEL, although this term is incomplete.
Two broad general processes are. indicated:
PROCESS ONE: Causing the preclear to rise, in present time,
from the STATE OF RELATIVE NOT BEINGNESS to the STATE OF VITAL
BEINGNESSj
PROCESS TI10: Clarifying sufficient EMOTION and EFFORT
as Hell as THOUGHT in the past to permit the individual to
achieve of shift from the STATE OF RELATIVE NOT BEIN(;NESS to
the STATE OF VITAL BEINGNESS
In processing thought, several
STRAIGHT WIRE:

m~chanical

processes

ar~

(See other publications.)

REPETITIVE STRAIGHT HIRE: Straight wire to one incident
done over and over until the incident is de-sensitized.
LOCK SCANNING:
GOAL PROCESSING:

(See other publications.)
(Covered elsewhere in this manual.)

used:
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EMOTION
Emotion is the control system used by THOUGHT to
monitor EFFORT.
The endocrine system stands between "I" and the existing
or potential EFFORT of the ~~rEical being.
The products of the endocrine system catalyse or inhibit
the combustion of the carbon-oxygen motor system which is the
physical organism.
Emotion is a direct index of the state of beingness.
'1hen badly aberrated the physical being gives the appearance
of monitoring, through emotion, "I".
Vfuen in acceptable condition, the organism is monitored
through the endocrine system, by its control center.
Emotion was evolved by motion.
organism is monitored by emotion.

Motion of the physical

Emotion can be processed directly in its own echelon.
During such processing the preclear strays into THOUGHT and EFFORT.
Sn~ATHY is commonly accepted to mean the
an emotional state similar to the emotional state
in grief or apathy. This is a secondary reaction
peculiarity but is nevertheless on the tone scale
and 0.4. SYMPATHY follows or is based upon OVERT

posing of
of an individual
and has its own
between 0.9
ACTION by the preclear.

SYMPATHY can be mechanically considered as the posing of any
emotion so as to be similar to the emotion of another. This, in view
of popular usage, should have a special designation, COMPARITISM.
THE EMOTIONAL CURVE is the drop from any position above 2.0
to a position below 2.0 on the realization of failure or inadequacy.
It is easily recovered by preclears. It leads straight into
service facsimiles. It should be handled as an ~~OTION LOCK and
run over and over until de-sensitized wherever it can be found.
THE REVERSE CURVE is the emotional curve rising from below
2.0 to above 2.0. It happens in a short space of time. It is
important because it locates allies.
Appreciation of existence depends upon the free use, by "I"
of emotion. Emotional states, no matter how rapidly, should be
postulated by "I".
FREEING THE EMOTION ON ANY CASE IS A VITAL AND NECESSARY
OPERATION.
The preclear does not ~ve to be tripped into
severe secondaries,into engrams or even computations to free his emotion.
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EFFORT
Effort is divided into the effort of the individual
himself and the efforts of the environment (physical) against
the individual.
The individual's own effort is simply called effort.
The efforts of the environment are called counter-efforts.
There is a physical effort behind every computation
except PRIME THOUGHT.
The static of life handles motion. It is capable of
starting, stopping and changing motion.
These starts, stops and
changes are each one physical efforts.
All the counter-efforts the body has ever received
are evidently in store. Every physical effort of the organism
has been at some time a counter-effort.
Counter-efforts are not necessarily inhibitive to survival.
To hold any counter-effort requires the self-determinism
of the organism.
IT IS NOT THE PURPOSE OF PROUESSING TO EXHAUST ALL COUNTEREFFORTS FROM THE ORGANISM.
The purpose of processing is to rehabilitae the self-determinism
of the organism about counter-efforts.
So long as an organism can employ in its survival a counter-effort
that counter effort is not aberrative.
Counter efforts become aberra~a only when they have been
chosen fer ncn-survival usages by the organism or when the
organism was unable to employ them for survival as in the genetic
blueprint and experience.
EXCESS COUNTER-EFFORTS are those which have not been edployed
and could not be handled by the organism. These are not classsed
with death efforts as death efforts (counter-efforts) ar6
primary genetic data all along the track.
Excess counter-efforts present themselves easily. They can be
processed out. But they are of no primary concern to the auditor.
THE ONLY REASON AN AUDITOR PROCESSES EFFORT IS TO REGAIN
ABERRATIVE POSTULATES.
THE ONLY EFFORTS THE AUDITOR PROCESSES ARE IN THE SERVICE
FACSIMILE CHAIN.

-llbEFFORT PROChSSING
It should be cleer that there are thrE.e uistinct lE:vl..;ls of
proces sing. The first is TROUGET, the second is EMO'i'ION, the third is
E.i.'i'FORT. Each has its oun particular skill.
THOUGHT is done by straight .lire, repetitive streight ~Iire and
lock scanning and is directed toward concepts of conclusions or
evaluations or actual precise moments where the preclear evaluated
of concluded.
EMOTION is done by straight rlire, lock sCG.nning Ilnd lock and
engrc.m c.nd secondc.ry running, y,rith the total c.ddress to E~:lOTIUN. A moment
of sympathy, of determinism, of defiance, of [~greement is run just as
thought the incident were an engram - 'Hhich is to say, the preclear
is made to re-experience the emotion and, incidentally, a few perceptics,
over and over from beginning to end until the El'.lOTION is off the lock.
EFFORT processing is done by running moments of physical
stress. These are run either as simple efforts or counter efforts or
as 'vJhole precise incidents. Such incidents 1lS tho'6@. \;hieh contain
physical pain or heavy stress of motion, such as injuries, accidents
or illnesses, are addressed by EFFORT.
It should be seen then, that we have three levels of operation.
The most int~ate is THOUGHT. An individual evaluates or concludes
a certain thing. He is thereafter bound by his conclusion. He has
caused an effect of Vlhich he is the recipient. If such a thought is
recalled over and over until it is thoroughly de-sensitized, emotions
cnd efforts resulting from such a postUlate fall away. The individual
lets go of the facsimile ~nd it is no longer effective upon him, if the
postUlate tended to use a facsimile to make it effective.
THOUGHT communicates its decisions to body and environment by use
of the EMOTION. THOUGHT is intimatel~T in contact 'vii th the trigger
mechanisms of emotion and might be said to rule through emotion. Via
EMOTION~thought causes physical action and reaction to take place. To
accomplish such physicc.l action and reaction, ~H6U~H~ uses earlier
experiences - facsimiles - and utilizes their motion, effort and counter-effort
to cause activity on the part of the body and environment.
Thus EMOTION is Q. bridge which is used by THOUGHT to effect EFFORT.
Take avmy or de-sensitize the EI.l0TION and one has aguin disconnected
facsimiles, of any kind, from the organism und the organism and its thought
are not effected longer by the facsimile.
THOUG, ,T can seem to be smothered in EMOTION in that it is necessary
in most cuses to unburden EMOTION from the case in order to discover
many major and vitul evaluations and conclusions. By unburdening
the case of Ef.'IOTION, evaluations and conslusions long lost to vie\! - but
still effective - come to light and are de-sensitized. THOUGHT, selfdetermined originally, muy postUlate conflictingly from time to time with
resu~ant fuilures, sympathies and other mis-emotions.
Mis-emotion then
"smothers" the motor control panels and hides the postUlates. Thus the
running of EMOTION is done to lay bare pest postUlates und evaluations Hhich
are the actual sources of aberration und the suspended pain uhich has been

-liecalled in the past, psycho-somatic illness and is called here in this
science, CIffiONIC SOMATICS, somatic meaning physical state.
A heavy, painful facsimile need not itself be exhausted for it
is held in place primarily by the pr~lear's desire (past postulate,
not agreeing with present enyironment) and this postulate is smothered
by E:lOTION. Run the EMOTION, discover o.nd de-sensitize the postulate
and the facsimile ordina.rU, drops I3.\lUy and does not flJrther concern the
preclear. Further, he d .... 'not substitute another ache of pain for it
because the original reasob for the facsimile (past postulate) is gone.
EFFORT PROCESSING is applied to heavy facsimiles. It happens
occasionally that the EFFORT on a facsimile is so heavy that it occludes
the EMOTION 'which in turn occludes the thought. Thus, enough effort
must berecoV'ered to Icy bare the EMOTION so o.s to get at the postulates
and de-sensitize them. A heavy facsimile is thus treated by EFFORT
PROCESSING in order to free the E!'.10TION and thus the postulc.tes. The
facsimile is NOT TREATED TO COMPLETE EXHAUSTION but only to the point
Vlhere the EMOTION ELnd THOUGHT c.re reached. It then should fell into
disuse and it does not matter that EFFORT is left on it.
The last thing v,hich is done to the heavy facsimile is, of course,
to pick IIp the preclear's agreement vii th the auditor to run it and the
emotion of determinism involved in the running itself. Othenlise the
facsimile may remain some"7hat in force. This is done by lock running
or lock scanning.
A HEAVY FACSIMILE used to be knovID as an engram. In view of the
fact that it hns been found to be stored else~here than in the cells,
the term HEAVY FACSIMILE has now come into use. A HEAVY FACSIMILE
is an experience, complete with all perceptions and emotionss and
thoughts and efforts, occupying a precise place in space and a moment in
time. It can be an operation, &n injury, a term of heavy physical
exertion, or even a death. It is composed of the preclear's m;~ EFFORT
and the EFFORT OF THE ENVIRONMENT (counter-effort).
The EilAOTION of a HEAVY FACSIMILE is marked by the thoroughness with
Hhich the counter-efforts have overcome the preclear. Thus, total
overcoming of the preclear's mm effort by the counter effort is APATHY.
Less thoroughly overcome, the preclear's mm effort is in GRIEF. Even
less thoroughly overcome, the preclear is in FEAR. Even less countereffort and more preclear effort results in ANGER. nhen the preclear's
mm effort is greater than the counter-efforts, the emotion is antagonism.
As the counter-effort is slighter (I.nd more dL'fuse but the preclear's
effort is not punitive, BOREDOM results as the emotion. When the preclear's
m7n effort is punitive and successful against counter-efforts, vie have
varying degrees of happiness and effectiveness.
Thus the tone of any individual or any HEAVY FACSIMILE is established
by the response to the environmental effort and this response varies from
NO EFFORT, ALL COUNTER-EFFORT to liliL EFFORT, SLIGHT COUNT~EFFORT.
This is made up into ~ tone scale which goes from 0.0 for the lowest
condi tion to 20 at optimum condition and then dllindling acti vi ty to 40
for a top static, the bottom static being death.

An individual may be so involved in combatting a HEAVY FACSIMILE
"/hich is chronically uith him that he is chronically ill. Holding on
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chronic facsimile, the preclear hus certain pattern responses
In 0. facsimile "here he is over'ilhelmed by motion
he is listless and apathetic. In one tihere the forces balance he is
in anger. Etc.
~

n.nd aberrations.

The auditor, in an occluded case, may find it
open the case by running effort. He looks at his preclear to disoover
some obvious physical ~berration. This is held in pluce by a counter-effort.
The o.udi tor simply usks "If your (head) ilere,J~~ing pushed, \lhich \,cy
liould it be moving?" Cr u leg or some othen~ deformtld area.
The counter-effort is rip;ht thP-re, m:li ting. ll'he preclear .mSVlers vii th
0. direction.
The auditor then asks the preclear to fesl his '~head)
moving against the countar-effort. A somatic \dll turn on. The
auditor simply continues to ask for the various efforts and counter-efforts.
Perceptions quite ordincrily fallout of the effort. A v,hole incident mc,y
come to view. This is the HEAVY Fl.CSIrULE cnd also the chronic fncsjmile.
It is also 0. service facsimile,
There is no sending the preclear around
on his time track. He is right there in the heavy facsimile.
The facsimile thus uncovered is run until its emotion can be
recovered. This 13 then scanned off until the postulc.tes appear cnd these
are then de-sensiti?;ed. The preclear's O\Jn thoughts and postulates
are the aberration source. Whnt is said to him is simply evaluution
causing him, at tb.es, to post111ate. The auditor has no concern for
Ilhat is said, for repeater technique, for perceptions sc.ve only in that
they may slightly aid the recovery of the emotion.
There are many tricks in EFFORT PROCESSING. An auditor can
ask for the effort to do or be anything and the preclear can \lork it out.
There is an automatic response mechanism vlhich gives forth the proper
effort for the question, an interesting and reliable phenomenon.
An auditor could to.ke a dictionary and simply begin asking for any .:::.nd
all efforts suggested to him by the dictionary. EOYlever, using effort
to this extent is neither indicated nor even broadly useful.
Every effort is in c. non-survival direction in that it was once
a counter-effort.
One can get the effort lid thin the effort rii thin the effort nnd have
his preclear back into the genetic line at a svdft rate. For efforts
and counter efforts ure the stuff of which the blueprint of the human body
itself is made. There ere two cellular lines going back from the
shellfshstc.ge for at this sto.ge tv:o cell lines become a team. The
ancestors of this stage, before this point go buck into tuo separate
experience stages. One can take 0. preclear, ell unsuspecting of anything
but the "lived only once theoryll and throw him back, with efforts ,·;ithin
efforts, into some remarkable experiences. This is a biologis~s
dream for he can look at original forms and trace genetic lines in
individuals nho may not even kno\"l of evolution. '!he genetic fncsimiles
of the nhole evolution chuin are on file and have thus been discovered.
This should not be too surprising for the blueprint hod to be somenhere
and, in efforts, it has been discovered and a trail blazed along its track.
The problems of the ini tinl photon converters, the "missing link" bet',een
the vertebrate and invertebrate stages cc.n be located, amongst other
items of interest. The simple locating of efforts to mal:e efforts
thror:s anyone back down the long line. In ordimry processing this
is not ordimrily used. The number of efforts and counter efforts is
vast, beyond count, and contain the \1ho1t3 physical experience. The body

..lle1s composed of efforts and counter-efforts. In theory, if they nere
all run out, the preclear would vanish. Fortum:.tely this is not necessary
for processing.
The basic efforts are NOT TO BE, TO BE.
These resolve into the efforts TO ST1U1T, TO STOP, TO CHANGE,
NOT TO STfJRT, NOT TO STOP ADd NOT TO CHANGE.
The basic goals ar.e TO REMAIN IN A STATE OF REST AGAINST
COUNTER-EFFORT and TO Rm~IN IN A STATE OF MOTION AGAINST COUNTER-EFFORTS.
Newton's laws would apply and we would have stimulus-response
except for the ability of the mind to interpose self-determined
action and motion despite stimuli or disregarding it.
thir~ing

There are efforts to have affinity, efforts to have communicction,
efforts to have agreement and reality. There are efforts to see and not
to see, to hear and not to hear. There are efforts to do or not to
do anything.
When the preclear switches from his ovm valence to another valence
he is actually taking the position of a counter-effort against himself.
In his o'vm valence he exerts h~.s O\ffi efforts. In a counter-effort valence,
he exerts counter effort against himself. By valence is meant identity.
In a dentcl c~eration under general aneasthetic, the preelears
olm ef;~~,:'t ~'t.·.~,,",;n9S so nulled tl'ut he takes the counter-effort. Then he
reculJ.s :J:~a :i,.Y:Llent out of valf<nce (as the dentist or the nurse or,
quitei::::':.:'ationally, even the dpLtal tools or the bed) and hurts himself.
(Self-a'Jditil1g is done ordinar:'ly out of valence and results in the
preclea.r expending counter-efforts against himself.rhus he succeeds only
in hurting himself.)
The NO EFFORT state is the state in vrhich counter-effort is
overnhelming the individlw.l. Thus the auditor finds the case in npathy
at a I~O EL~'2RT point. Evpr'Y he['.vy fa.csimile has points for any point
on tlJC tone scale end t!n:s the p~.'ecl('ar can hang up in n place i"ihere he
can ~![,·,-8 LO c:cfort. of h:;.s mill. The ~"ll:1itor solves this by running out
the ,,~f_~~:,'.'~cl-·L.":;.'C:=t'l' until it if. 31.,fficlently null to rehcbilitcte the
p:;;'€C~::[:~:"c Clin ei'lort.
Sc:ne testing still remains on this particular
point 01' EFFOHT Pf~()CESSIN-}Q
A ser;ricc fa,csirrdle is v~ry resistive to effort processing,
ordinar:;.J.y < '1·;18 [1.1lr~.i-,·,or r.,:lst : '(;;,F;mb 81 , -to rl'n the P·'IOTION as soon as possible
and get i:-:: 'Y.,:+,te:' i.':t.o f~'.'d :rz'':D.ll ~jO that +.he pC'1+.ulntes can be run.
Tr;n-t :: 'J'.'l~:_;:':' 'jc the '~:ld c:t ·~·,he f;c~::vice i'acsj.lr:.J.e or at least one of its chain.
E}F)~·'.': j'l~c.;~:rl-::'.)ING 1:1 not .'!n en:'! in itself, but an 'l::,d to\7ard recovering
E]\WT1C,iJ so L::, t on.:; can r;;cover THOUGHT. EFFORT PitCCESSING should be
t.horou,;~:ly un.:lersto';Jd by an auc3L tor and should then be minimally used.
A preclear nho cannot re-experience c.n effart can be educated
into the abi,."'...i ty by causi:'1g hiJl. to make a present -l:,ime effort and then
recalling it. He nill s~!ortl~' discover tbn t ~fforts CLn be re-experienced.
Various efforts can then be run.
It is sometimes much easier to get a case to run emotion than to
run effort. This s~1\o1.Jld bt) done by all means for emotion is closer to
thought than is effort. DeN'T USE EFFOHTS ON LOr! TOI.lED PRECLEARS.
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is the effort and the only reason one recovers the effort
istta recover the postulates the individual himself made
during the engram and the only engrams one processes
are on the service facsimile chain and it is not necessary
to process any more of these than to let the preclear let go
of the chain.
If one sees an oVvious deficiency in the preclear
(glasses, deafness, baldness, thinness, etc.) he can
request the effort the preclear must make to be deficient
(have poor eyesight, hearing, baldness, etc.).
The only aberrative efforts are non-survival efforts.
Efforts exist within the efforts within the efforts
within the efforts much on the order of a picture of
a picture wjthin a picture within a picture, etc ••
By calling for efforts to have efforts, the prec1ecr
can be taken all the way back on the time track to
PRIME THOUGHT.
A preclear can be trained into feeling efforts by
coaxing him to make one in present time and then re-experience it.
The auditor must know about efforts and counter-efforts.
He can do much with them and much of what h~ can do is startling
and bizarre. Efforts contain perceptics. If you run an effort long
enough you can recover perceptics from it in most cases.
You will find it di~ficult to run an effort against the
postUlate to keep the effort.
There are countless billions of efforts and counter efforts
in any case.
The main thing the auditor can do wrong about effort is to
run too much effort or to think effort is more important than
thought, which it is not.
You cannot rehabilitate an organi,sm chomica1ly to any degree.
You cannot rehabilitate it uith effort. Wrong side of the board.
The only efforts are to start, stop and change, not to start,
not to stop, not to change.
Happiness is applied individual effort. Apathy is no effort,
all counter-effort. Other efforts and counter-efforts range the tone
scale in the degree that the individual is handling the current ~ffort in
the service facsimile.
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A postulate is that self determined thought which
starts, stops or changes past,present or future efforts.
Postulates alone aberrate the individual.
By setting forth any postulate the individual
a moment later is being e§iected by his own cause. The
postulate becomes unworkable in a radically~changed.
environment but may remain effective.
Old people are generally considered to be set in their
ways. It would be more accurate to say that they were set in their
own postulates.
The only reason all individual uses service facsimiles
lies in his self-determined postulate to use thum.
It is necessary to make postulates. To make postulates
and handle them it is necessary to handle Po.st postulates.
A postulate may spring from past effort or

~RIME

THOUGHT.

A PRIME POSTULATE is the decision to change from
a state of not beingness to a state of beingness.
A prime postulate can occur at any time without regard
to past or present effort since theta is always present in
a non-facsimiled condition.
Except for a very strong prime postulate, early postulates
are effective over later postulates.
A prime postUlate has the effect of cancelling not only
past postulates but the past individual as well - when it is strong.
A NEGATIVE POSTULATE is the postUlate not to be. It cancels
past postUlates and it also cancels in greater or lesser degree
the entire individual. The track, earlier than a negative postulate,
is largely occluded. It is as virgin as a PRII~ POSTULATE.

An individual who has made a postUlate on a subject
experiences "failure" "hen he has to make an opposite postUlate later.
The opposite postUlate has the effect of a negative postUlate.
The opposite postulate is distinguished from a NEGATIVE POSTULATE
because it depends upon effort which a negative postUlate ioes not
necessarily have to do.
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Any preclear can be quickly shown, when he has r0ached
THE FOURTH ACT, that he himself determined his own
condition. This is not done accusatively.
The auditor ce.n show the preclee.r in many ways that
the preclear is capable of postulating himself into changed
condition. The preclear ordinarily, at the very least, can
recall when he postulated himself ill to get out of going to
school or out of an engagement.
Postulates, whenever made, are responsible for
the condition of the preclear, bad or good.
Because postulates are made in moment of physical
stress at times and are very forceful when so made,
engrams occasionally must be entered but because PRIME
POSTULATES occur it is not necessary to go too early
to get effective postulates for this lifetime de-sensitized
from a case.
Postulates made by a preclear are a pattern. It is
necessary to reach the earliest postUlates by touching the later
ones and running them back with straight wire.
Postulates surrender just like any other lock,
or, in engrams, just like ~ny other perception in an engram.
AUDITING A PRECLEAR FORCEFULLY AGAINST POSTULATES HE
HAS MADE TO THE CONTRARY MAKES HIM SUBJECT TO OPPOSITE POSTULATES
AND ERIVES HIM INTO APATHY. Thus such postUlates are a matter
of first address. These include postUlates not to be treated
by doctors 6nn postUlates not to change.
Agreement to be processed is a postulate which must be
picked up eventually.
POSTULATES ARE MADE AND ARE EFFECTIVE ON EVERY DYNAMIC.
POSTULATES ARE REDUCED

SYSTE)~TICALLY

FOR EVERY DYNAMIC.

THE POSTULATES THE AUDITOR WANTS ARE THOSE APPERTAINING TO
THE RETENTION AND USE BY THE PRECLEAR OF HIS SERVICE FASSIMILE CHAIN.
EVALUATION
Postulates are made because of evaluations. Postulates
ordinarily do not lift unless the REASON ~fllY is also contacted.
This is brief but very important.
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
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Every calculation of effort made by tho mind is
directed toward future.
The individual cooparcS conditions in the past to
observations in the present in order to calculate efforts in the
future.
A HIGH TONE individual thinks wholly into the future.
He is extroverted tovlard his environment. He clearly observes
the environment with full perc~ption unclouded by undistinguished
fears about the ~nvironment. He thiwcs very little about himself
but operates automatically in his orm interests. He enjoys existence.
His calculations (postulations and evaluations) are sllift and
accura te • He is very self-confident. He KNOllS he knows and does
not even bother to assert that he knows. He controls his environment.
The so-callE.;d nORlJAL is used here to be at around 2.5 or 5.0
on the tone scale. He is partially extroverted, partially introverted.
He spends considerable time with his calculations. He evaluates slowly
even when he has the data and then postulates without realizing
too much about his postulation. He has much in the past uhich he
does not care to recall. He has much in his present which gives him
concern. His futuro goals are rather well nullified by future
fears. He is homo sapiens. He is in terrible condition taken from
the viewpoint of homo novis. He is in excellent condition from
the vie\1point of past ologies. He controls some of his environment
but is mainly controled by that environment. He is somewhat of a
liability in interpersonal relations, demanding ARC and feeling he
cannot live without it. He understnnds that he understand. some
things.
The NEUROTIC is considered to be below 2.5. The neurotic has
thorough concern about the future, to the degree that he has many more
fears about the future than he has goals in the future. He spends much
of his time pondering the past. He acts and then wonders if he has
acted correctly and is sure he has not. Thoughts to him are as soljd
as MEST. He is ovenvhelmed by sudden counter-efforts. He is apernting
on a sub-control center which has been itself very blunted. He is
ill much of the time to a greater or lesser degree. He hus colds.
He brings "bad luck" and disaster. He is homo sapiens at his
"rational worst".
The DRAMATIZING PSYCHOTIC is not u.lwuys looked upon as insane.
\fuether .or not he is classified as insane depends upon whether or not
he is of obvious menace to other homo sapiens. He is fixed in one
facsimile which he plays OVer and over to the environment around him.
He is controled by his environment to the extent that anything in
his environment turns on his dramatization. He is disastrous to have
around. Inaccessible perons passing fot normals are sometimes
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or twice a day. The dramatizing psychotic lives mainly in the illusion
of his OvVll facsimile vdth its surroundings, not actual surroundings.
He is definitely not in present time at any time.
the COMPUTING PSYCHOTIC passes quite commonly for a normal.
Here the individual is taking dictation solely from a facsimile of
SOille past moment of pain and is acting upon the advice of that
"circuit" and is calling it thouGht. The psychotic personality is
distinguished by its irrationality and its pervursion of values.
An inaccessible "normal" is usually a computing psychotic.
Thoughts are !f:r~ST to the computing psychotic. To take ay,ay or relieve
a comput~tion is like removing physical matter from the person.
The com¥Jting psychotic lives wholly in the past and has no future.
He cannot be interest in future goals. Often he does not even
have future fears. His concerns are with past decisions but he cannot
even make a decision for the past. Most computing psychotics are not
in institutions or under c,ny restraint. Only those computing
psychotics who are obviously and dramatically dangerous to their fellow
homo sapiens are labeled psychotic by past ologies. Many
esteemed and respected homo sapiens in many professions are yet
computing psychotics who operate, puppet-like, on installed
knowledge.
The distinguishing charc.cteristic of the computing
psychotic is his utt.er inability to change his mind. He may even
make a cult or a virtue out of consistency.
THE IrBT COMMON
MISTAKE AN AUDITOR CAN iWE IN HIS EVALUATION OF A PRECLEJlR IS
TO MISDETERMINE b. COMPUTING PSYCHOTIC AS A NOPJ'I...AL. The clue that
he has made a mistake is his discovery of the difficulty he has
in getting the computing psychotic to get up any locks. Another
clue is inaccessibility. Intelligence is NO clue to the computing
psychotic. Neither is dress, nor manners and learning since these
can also be used by the circuit. I~accessibil~ty, heaviness of locks,
these are the clues.
The degree of extroversion of the preclear and with that his
ability to face future threats and reach toward future goals determine
his height on the tone scale.
Above~.5 the preclear thinks about the future.
From there down
to 1.0 he thinks muinly about the present and has some dread of both
future and past. Below 1.0 he is wholly concerned with the past.
During any one session, the auditor has c. prec1e&r allover the tone
scale. He should leave him extroverted. Any lock chain, for instance,
should be scanned only to extroversion on that chain - scanning further
drops the preclear into another chain, thus re-introverting him.
The temporary extroversion ~nd introvarsion is momentary and
incidental. The auditor is principly concerned with CHRONIC ASPECT
as outlined above.
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There are two major subdivisions of cases, VaDE OPEN and
OCCLUDED.
At this time it is imperfectly understood why there is
such a difference. There are many clues and much data but a
static conclusion is not advisable at this time.
The WIDE OPEN case is possessed of full perception except
somatic which is probably light even to the point of anaesthesia.
WIDE OPEN does not refer to ahigh tone individual but to one below
2.5 who SHOUID be easy to work but is often inaccessible and who
finds it difficult to regain a somatic and simple to regain perceotion.
It is pointed out that perceptions are rather easily drained
from facsimiles, leaving still the effort in place.
It is also
pointed out that the VaDE OPEN case is often incapable of much effort
in present time.
Thus the perceptions of the WIDE OPEN case
may be, simply, curtained in some fashion, from his effort.
The HIDE OPEN case can be a computing psychotic. This matter is
dangerous to the auditor for he may think a WIDE OPEN case is a high tone
case with full perception.
THE WIDE OPEN CASE CAN BE STUCK IN AN ARDUOUS FACSIMILE
AND, by running heavy incidents, MP.Y BE DRIVEN ~[HOLLY PSYCHOTIC.
This is almost tho only danger in this science.
The \JIDE OPEN case is handled by an address to thought and
emotion, not to effort. It should be scouted carefully to find out
if the case will lock scan. This is determined by how easy it is to
run one lock, how easily that ~ock blouse An auditor can lock ~can
a wide open case imto a heavy effort facsimile and stick him there.
The wide open case is very literal, as any low toned case,
to words. Words and any other symbols are almost MEST. The wide
open case often makes a fetiche from symbols. This is an escape
mechanism. "Dream therapy" and so forth c.re the dreams of
low toned cases.
The OeCLUDED case is fixed, most likely, in the EFFORT of
a heavy facsimile. Thought c.nd emotion, rather than effort, are best
applied to this case until a computation is reached.
The SCCLUDED (~ee is using a service facsimile so heavily
that it is in constant rostimulation and that service facsimile is
occluded by heavy effort.
In contrast, the service facsimile of
the HIDE OPEN case may be concentrated on perception with its effort
avoided.
The OCCLUDED case complains of illness, ordinarily. The VvrDE
OPEN case cOlDmonly insists upon hor; well he is. Both are errors.
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Every homo sc.pions is running on aberrated computations.
The COMPUTATION technicully, is that aberrat8d evaluation and.
postulate that one must be consistently in a certain state in
order to succeed. The computation thus may mean that one must
entertain in order to be alive or that one must be dignified in
order to succeed or that one must 0\70 much in order to live.
A computation is simply stated. It is all-lays
It is commonly in conflict with BASIC GOAL.

aberrr~tod.

BASIC GOAL is thut goal native to the personality for
a lifetime. It is second only in importance to survival itself.
It is incident to the individuation of the person. A child of
two knows its basic goal. It is compounded from genetic g0nerations
of experience. It can be found and reduced in some long past
heavy effort facsimile such as death. It is neither advisable nor
inadvisable to tamper with it. ~ruch experience aligns on it.
De-sensitized it t:ould be supplanted by another basic goal.
A computation is generally a this lifetime affair and it is
intimately concerned with the service facsimiles of this lifetime.
Some computations are so thoroughly irrational thutthey
vanish at a glance. ThE.:se include, "I have to be late to be
earlyl."I have to be angry to people to be liked". They are
contradictory •
A computation is as insidious as it pretends to align ,!;Iith
survival - or, in other words, as it seems to match the t)nvironment.
No compuation is compatible with the skill and data.
A "computation" compatible \lith skill and data is BASIC GOAL.
A man whose every ability lies in a dignified and smooth
area may yet have a co~putation that he must be a clown. One with
the basic goal of entertaining may yet feel he must be dignified.
Contradictoriness is essence in computations.
All computations are non-survivcl.
The computation lies in earlier postUlates of this lifetime
or lifetimes post-basic goal. It is treated for this lifetime only
in order to achieve a fifteen.
Computations are established by noting aGtivities or ideas of
the preclear out of agreement with his skills and abilitit>s.
Computations clarify by address to service facsimiles.
Computations are held in place wholly to invalidate othurs.
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SERVICE FACSIMILES

The main goal of the auditor is to locate and release
SERVICE FACSIMILES for this lifetime.
There is ordinarily but one actual service fncsimile on a case
but this one is accompanied by before and after heavy facsimiles
and locks.
A SERVICE FACSIMILE is that facsimile which the precl~ar
uses to apologize for his failures. In other words it is used to
make others wrong and procure their cooperation in the survival of the
preclear.
If the precleor \lell cannot achieve survival, h& attempts
an illness or disabi1i~ as a survival computation.
The workability and necessity of the service facsimile is
only superficially useful.
The service fc.csimilo is an action method of

~ithdrawing

from

s. st.:lte of beingness to e state of not beingness and is intended to

persuade others to coax the individual back into a state of
beingness.
The service facsimil~ has a completG cnd explicit anatomy.
It begins with an effort to control along any dynamic, 'iith a failure
to control, uith a recognition of th~ fcilure, with a postulat~ to
be ill, injured or unable, continues with an illness, injury
of ino.bil1ty ani mayor may not end (short of processing) in days
weeks, years or an entire lifetime.
~:my

Hysterical de~Sness, blindness, colds, any chronic somatic,
aberrated behavior pattt:;rn ar(.; the content of service facsimilos.

The inception of the earliest servic0 facsimile for this lifGtimt
is usually between six months and three years of age.
It has muny
locks.
It is located by running the EMOTIONAL CURVE. It is th~n
exhausted with complete processing ~vhich includes thought, emotion {!In
effort. Its campanions later on the chain are then similarly reduc~d.
ALL THAT IS \{RONG HITH ANY CASE IS A SERVICE FACSIMILE.
DISCOVER I.ND REDUCE THE SERVICE FACSIMILE AND ITS CHAIN AND THE AUDITOR
CHANGES THE NATURE OF MAN AND PP..OMOTES HIM. AN INDIVIDUAL iiHO HAS NO
SERVICE FACSIMILE vtILL NOT ACCUMULATE FACSIMILES TO HIS HARM OH BECOME
RESTIlruLATED BY OTH&~. The heart of Quditing is the service fucsimile.
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The individual still possess d of service fncsimilcs
dranc.tizElS them. He may drrunatize them in or out of vaib.ence.
A dramatization is liko a record wbich cOon b8 ple.yec.1 over
f",nd over.
Drc.matizing is an ::::.pology for failtlre.
SYMPATHY EXCITERS
A SYMPATHY .t.XCITER is any 8ntity on any dynamic for which
the individual has felt sympathy of the variety bet,men 0.9 and

0.4.
Sympathy is an excellent occluder and valence shifter.
It ,:-.lso involves and freezes the emotion of the individuo.l.
The ordiru.:.ry course of action leading to sympathy is
with
excit<::r.

[~ction against the entity'which
Hill be sympathized
or ·~ction against Oon entity earli;.;r than the syrnpathy

Sympathy is e.. non-surviv:..:.l apology for D.ction against
entities on Gny dync.rnic, which [.ction has failL:d.
m;~ny

A SYMPATHY EXCITER is cusily loct:.tud in nny case. There. :-.rt)
in overy case ...

The auditor can E.:nter th0 sYJnpa thy chClin frora mc.ny nngles.
One is to locate "VIho thfJ indiviJucl 11.:1S bu(.n mbon to".
Anoth01'
is "When did you fail to control .:-,nother by action." Another is
simply, "f'or whom have you felt sympt:. thy?"
SYMPATHY EXCITERS are most cOIDIllOnly parents, .:-.llios
::-.ncl pt;ts.
Childhood stories ilre cunningly laid traps for symputhy
such stories, poems or songs effect a caSe strongly but arE; locks
for actual control efforts (which have fc.ilE:d) on the pt. rt of the
child against rmy entity on c..ny dynillllic.
Sympathy should. be run from
auch stories.
<..HlQ.

Sil'lPATHY is j"un e.s ~': heavy facsimile. It is run \oli"[,110Ut
vHb",lizL_tion. It is run without accompanying effort. It is c.lwuys
run WITH THE REASON one was syr"pathetic. It is run over c.nd ov..-:;r
until tho preclear eztroverts.
It may be run from lc.te to u[~rly
or early to Ie.te 'wherever it cnn bE; found.
SYMPATHY MUST BE TlJ{EN WHOLLY OFF THE CASE.
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All c~ses have on~ or m~ny actual present time problems.
It is most compatible with low-tonE; cases to "strip" 11 present
time problem as the first (STEP FOUR) action in actual processing.
The neurotic has most of his concentration on the pr(;sebt. He is
afraid of it.
He concentr~tion is so heavily on the present that
he cannot rosenrch the past c..nd he certainly cc.nnot bear much of the
future, either as to its fecI's or goals.
The NEUROTIC CASE is therefore entwred with the m0chanism
of stripping a present time problem at the point of ACT FOUR.
STRIPPING PRESE.'NT TIME is a simple operation. Once one hns
established communic:..:.tioo vii th the preclear, he is invited to
discuss his present time. All by itself this is "therapeutic".
Simply permitting 11 man to tell you of his operations is
"therapeutic" even if it cOlipares in value with c.ctual processing
to collecting D. grain of sand when one cnn sweep the Sahura.
The "confessioncl" is simply the address to present time
problems and clthough the re~ipient of the confession does nothing
more than assure that all is forgiven the individual feels better.
This, by the wc.y, is the only cross bet,leen this science and past
efforts at therapy.
The action of stripping is ci.one by taking overy aspect of
every factor in the problem and running it buck to the postulate
the preclear' made to be concernod about that LLSpc;:ct of the factor.
The auditor must beware being too monpnotous with his
"\Jhen did you firnt decide that-----". He should take pains to vary
his patter.
"Let's see if we cc.n find some earlier mc.torial on
this." "Did you ever know anyone who is like your ..rife? II
BE HUMAN even if human novis. THE AUDITOR IS INTEHESTED IN THE
GUID{ENT TRAVAIL OF THIS HOMO SAPIENS.
The preclear Hill not unburden if he thinks the .:~udi tor
viill violate his confidencE:;. He will not unburdE:;n i f the ["uditor
hc.s no reg~rd for thE; I)OGsible severity of the problem.
The Guditor's main concc.:rn is o.droitly preventing the
preclear from wandering off the actuc.l fo.ctors of tho problem.
The preclea.r is liabll! to ramble. The auditor nhould not fecI' to
interrupt this rambling.
The auditor do~s not give udvice or straighten out the
present time. He mc.kes the preclear's present time
beurr..ble by dEl-sensitizing the p<.:.st it restimulc.tes.
precl~ar's

The cleverness of the auditor is dE:voted c.lortly to the
calculation of the actual problem and le:....ding the preclear into
past similar concerns end his postulates to make it Cl. problem.
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The address to thl; present time problem should be
discontinued immediately that the preclear is obviously less concerned
with it. The present time problem will not wholly vanish. The
auditor io simply using the mechanism to get thl; preclear into
a better swing of processing.
ADDRESSING THE PRESENT TIME PROBLEM (PROBLEM, for short)
is a therapy in itself, if we desire therapies. Get at the factors
of real concern, get Q. postulate or tno off c.bout them, run Q. little
emotion, use some I{EST PROCESSING about the factprs and prepare,
thus, the case for the FIFTH ACT. Resolving th~ present time problem
makes a better homo sapiens. It does not much advance a case in view of
how far that case can be advanced. However, a clever and quick
auditor could probably make his fortune using only this technique
and by it prevent divorces, cure colds, save jobs, accidents and
illnesses. It is only a very minor miracle and should be regarded
as such.
PROBLEM PROCESSING can be dwelt upon overlong by the
auditor and should be used only long enough to prevent the preclear
from being too distracted from the main task by his environment.
PAST PROBLEMS
The psy¢hotic is suspended in a decision, unmade, about a
past problem.
The unwillingness to make this decision and the
conflict of factors thus, results in a confusion in the past severe
enough to cause Q. FAILURE IN DECISION or an ABSENCE OF POSTULATE.
Here the problem is one of coaxing the preclear to make an
evaluation on each of the factors involved in the past problem
and then finally a conclusion on the problem.
locate.

This is very simple to resolve. It may not be simple to
Simple ARC is used until thE: problem presents itsE:lf.

THE AUDITOR DOES NOT ADVISE f~ EVALUATION OR A CONCLUSION.
WHEN HE DOES SO HE IS LOCKING ON TOP OF EVERY OTHER ADVICE mUCH
THE PRECLEAR HAS RECEIVED. THE AUDITOR IS SIMPLY TRYING TO GET THE
PRECLEAR TO USE HIS ovm COMPUTER. COMPUTATIONS.ARE EFFECTED FIRST
BY EVALUATION AND THEN BY CONCLUSION. IF THE AUDITOR DOES MORE THAN
LEAD, THE PRECLEAR HAS NOT USED HIS mm COMPU'rER AND HAS NOT RESOLVED
THE PROBLEM. This, in essence, by the v.-a.y, in why hypnotism does
not, repeat does not, Lev~r ha.s, repeat never has worked and never
will work since it is the environment (the hypnotist) making c
series of decisions for the subject. Your preclear, when he is hung
up in a past DECISION FAILURE is in an hypnotic stute an~1ay, for he
has to be that Iowan the scule to be so confused.
In handling men you cun put them in an hypnotic, cutomaton
state by posing rapid~ a series of factors they then see they
cannot of themselves evaluate and then getting them to a point where they
are in an unxiety for you to make the decision. Depr~ss them low
enough in this wise and they obey like robots. THUS DONeT RUIN YOUR PRECLEAR.
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A man

~ithout

future gonls is a worried and sick man.

The; reus on nhy c.n individual cannot r.pproach a futurt:; goal
or ovon strongly postulate one lies in his inability to resolve
the pr8s~nt or to make a decision in the past.
The future goel

~y

be

c~ncelled

by fears far the future.

A case can be worked by alternately seeking to discover the
preclear's future goaJ_s and then locating the fears that these goals
cannot be attained and by locating and reducing tho postulates and
emotions ilhich cause the fears.
A CASE 'Imler: \lILL NOT TELL YOU AT LEAST IN PAH.T A FUTURE GOAL
OR AMBIT:ON IS PSYCl~JTIC. Even a neurotic will howe somE:: fragments of
future goals and vfill discuss them. A case which will not discuss
future goals is hung up in a past d~cision conflict and should be
worked in that area, the past us the case isn't even in present time
no mntter how it muy seem to conform or converse or "be charming".

The auditor rlho discovers this condition in a preclear
can make the error of seeking to strip postUlates 'Hhich inhibit
postulating future goals or cr0nte future fe&rs. He can also err
when confronted by this condition by trying to process present time.
This preclear has enormous apparent present timti proble,s, certainly.
They are all hung up on u past failure to d6cide.
The GOALLESS CASE has shuddered so far away from decision that
he is also departed from reality. He may believe he c~:us~d a death.
He may believe he murdered someone although he cannot say who or how.
It is the auditor's task to recover the past failure in decision.
The partially obstructed case on the
can be helped by the &uditor.

subj~ct

of future gocls

IT IS NOT THE ROLE OF THE AUDITOR TO POSTULATE FOR THE
PRECLEAR. POSTUL'l.TING BY THE AUDITOR RESULTS IN A MOMENTARY UPSURGE
AND THEN A RELAPSE. ENCOUP..AGEJ~1ENT IS ROUTINE IN LIFE. IT IS NOT
VERY THERAPEUTIC. DATA ON A NEW VIEHPOINT CAN HELP EVALUATION
BUT THIS IS THE ROLE OF A TEACHER.
Future goals take care of themselves when the preclec.r moves out
into beingness. The future is always full of traps. Where would we
ever get randomity ani adventure if it was not? It is am~tt(;:r of
facing the future cOl~ident and unafraid despite obstacles that
distinguishes the superior being. The blunt qUE;lstion about hoV! the
preclear actually feels about dying tests his condition. If he doesn't
care he is a fool. If he doesn't want it but isn't &fraid of it, he'll
do.
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THE EMOTIONAL CURVE
If the auditor must know anything bockvmrds, fonmrds,
upside down, asleep or awake it is the emotional curve.
The auditor can neglect everything ond anything on a case.
He m~y even use n post ology or indoctrir.k~te his preclear into the
worship of golden co.lvtls or professors. He con be pompous, idiotic
or a homo sapiens. So long as he und~rstands, uses and reduces
the EMO'I'IONAL CURVE he 'Iiill succeed in accomplishing at least
part of his mission.
Hence, attend 1 The Emotional 6urve is that drop or rise
on the tone scale attend to failure to control on any dynnmic
or to the recipient of an ally on any dynamic.
The drop fo.l13 from above 2.5 down to apathy in a stE:ep
curve. It OCCI.~:r.S in socond·s or minutes or hours. The speed of its
fall is an index of th(.: severity of the failure.
Death of en ally is received as a feilure to keep the ally
alive. This is followed by enterir~ into tho facsimiles of the
ally and trying to jar him into life again, which is a second fc.ilure
and \1hich occludes the ally because the preclear is now living as
the ally.
The omotioneJ. curve is a period nith an exclamation point to
the past. One's own deeth would be an emotional curve.
The flight dovm of the ",motionel curve is as follows:
State of boingness, antagonism against not boingness, fear of
not beingness, grief about not beingness, accoptance cf not·
beingness. These consecutive steps may be so swift that
they jam into a blur vlhich seemed to contain only [;. sudden shift
from beingness to not beingness.
Beingness is a supposed or actuel control of the environment.
Not beingness is is an acceptence of control by the environment
end abdication even of control of self.
An e...:.rly curve was "I r 11 eo. t you. II
"11m losing." "lIve lost. Ec.t me."

"II m fighting you."

An earlier curve ,m.s, "11m c.live."
and therefore 11m MEST."

"11m wiped out by MEST

The curve is addressed for this lifetime. It is locc.ted by
getting the preclear to recall c. time when he was happy and suddenly
was made sad. He is then persuaded to re-experience this curve
as emotion. He is run through that incident until it is de-sensitized
(which may be at once or nfter several runs). Another such curve is
located. One after another, curve incidents are taken from the case.
Suddenly or gradually the SERVICE FACSIMILE CHAIN is in view and is
run, .one incident or another until a whole service facsimile reduces.
Then other service facsimiles of the chain nre run until the preclecr is
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cleo.rly in possession of his own ability to postulatE.: at will
on his health or state.
Running the emotional curve \Till get the preclear into
grief discharges, fear discharges or anger discharges. These
can be I'un, verbalized or not verbalized, over an over, as emotion.
The auditor should prepare to be extremely thorough about
the emotional curve.
Running the curve in reverse locates the false supports and
identities the preclear has assumed. This is don~ by finding a time
when the preclear was "sad ll or apE'.thetic and running up to a time when
he was in control of his environment again. This r8covers the
arrivals of the U.S. cavnlry and has given false value to that
cavalry. The preclear will not get rid of emotionnl attachments
or even disclose o.l1ies unless the reverse curve is run.
A preclear who has been lifted up by such supports clings
forever afterwards to those supports and fetiches which remind him
of those supports.
A typical reverse curve: Disobedience, punishment begun,
intervention of grandma. Bawl out by non-com, rescue by officer.
News of possible death, cancellation of news by word of survival.
~fuen the emotional curve v18nt down, the preclear
considered himself deud urn his orm past occluded. When the
emotional curve went up the preclear considered himself part of
the identity of the rescuer.

Ue \Tant the preclear as a new self-det0rmined self.
vfuen the preclear is advanced to the NINTH ACT the running
of emotional curves is fast and simple. The preclear fnirly flies
into higher and higher self-possession.
When the running of (;motiona1 curves is concluded, the
preclear should be well advanced towc.rd being in valance and not
caring whether h~ is or not. Perceptics should be on.
It ShOll1d be noted t{l.Q.t the rising curve follov,s the d01im
curve uhl::n the risir.g curV0 exists.
A service facsimile is a dmm emotional curve, e. counterfeit
dying and a resurrec~ion on a rising curve.
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GLOSSARY
(These words ~re listed in th6 ordGr that
they appear in ADVANCED PROCEDURE Page 4)
AuDITOR - One Vlho listens and computes.

A technician of this science.

PRECLEAR - One who has entered processing enroute to becoming a fifteen.
CENTER OF CONTROL - The awareness of awareness unit of the mind. This is
not p~rt of the brain but part of the mind, the brain being
physiological.
The mind has two control centers possible, by
definition, the right and the left. One is an actual, genetic control
center, the other is a sUb-control center subservient to the control
center.
STRAIGHT HIRE - A process of recnlling, from present time, with some
perception or nt least a concept, a pnst incident. The name straight
\dre derives from the MEST communicn.tions process of connecting
t\";o points of a communications system. It is essentially memory
work. It is applied to postulates, evaluations, incidents, scenes,
emotions, or any data which mo.y be in the flt-orege banks of the mind
without "sending the preclear" into the incident itself. It is
done with the preclear sitting up, eyes open or shut. Tha auditor
is very alert. Strnight Hire is done rc.pidly. The preclenr is not
p(:rmi tted to "wander or reminisce. He responds to questions on the
part of the £Ludi tor. MANY PRECLEARS DISLIKE BEING QUESTIONED.
THE AUDITOR MUST THEN FIRST RESOLVE THE POSTULATES AGAINST BEING
QUESTIONED: this would be called "clearing for broad straight wire."
POSTULATES (verb) - To conclude, decide or resolve a problem or to
set a pattern for the future or to nullify a pattern of the past.
POSTULATE (noun) - A conclusion, decision or resolution made by the
individual himself on his own self-determinism on data of the past
kno\/ll or unknown. The postUlate is always known. It is made upon
the evaluation of clata by the individucl. or on impulse without data.
It resolves a problem of the past, decides on problems or observations
in the present or sets a pattern for the future.
CLEAR (verb) - The act of de-sensitizing or releasing a thought
impression or a series of impressions or observn.tions in the past
or a postulate or an emotion or an effort or an entire facsimile.
The preclear either releases his hold on the facsimile (memory) or
the facsimile itself is de-sensitized. The ~ord is taken from
elec~onic computers or common office adding mDchines and describes
an action similar to clearing past computntions from the machine.
CLEAR {noun} - A much misunderstood state of being. The "tilOrd has been
used before ivith other meanings. It has been mistaken as an absolute.
It is still used. It i~ used here as electronics slang and cc.n apply
to a chain, an incident or a computation.
PAST POSTULATES - Decisions or conclusions the preclear has made in the
past and to ,7hich he is still subjected in the present. Past postulates
are uniformly invalid since they cnnnot resolve present environment.
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of time. It is consider.ad th~.t memory is a static without Have
length~ weight, mass of pOSit. ion in ppace (in other \lords, a true
stD..tic) nhich yet receives the impression of time, space,
energy IJ.nd matter. A careful examination of the phenomena of thought
and the behavior of the human mind lead one to this conclusion.
The conclusion is itself a postulate used because it is extremely
useful and workable. This is a point of echelon in reseqrch, that
a facsimile can be so described. The description is mathematical
and an abstract end mny or may not be actual. When a thought
recording is so regarded, the problems of the mind rapidly resolve.
Facsimiles are said to be "stored". They act upon the physical
universe switchboard called the brein and nervous end glendular
system to monitor action. They appear to h~ve motion and weight
only because motion and weight ere recorded into them. They are
not stored in the cells. They impinge upon the cells. Proof of this
matter rests in the fD..ct that an energy which became a facsimile
a long time ago can be re-contacted and is found to be violont on
the contact. Pain is stored as a facsimile. Old pain can be
re-contacted. Old pain, in facsimile form, old emotion in
facsi~le form, can reimpose itsel on present time in such a
wise es to deform or othe~lise physically effect the body. You
can go back to the last time you hurt yourself and find there and
re-experience the pain of that hurt unless you are very occluded.
You can recover efforts and exertions you have made or which have been
macle against you in the past. Yet the cells themselves, nhich have
finite lifo, are long since repl~ced although the body goes on.
Hence the facs:.mile theory. The word fc.csimi18 is used as bluntly
as one uses it in connection with a drmdng 0: a box: top instead of
the actual box top. It means a similar article rather than the
article itself. You can recall a memory picture of an elephant
or a photograph. The elephant and the photogreph are no longer
present. A facsimile of them is ,stored in your mind. A fD.csimile
is complete with overy perception of i;.he emrironrnent present Hhcn that
facsimile was made including sight, sound, smell, taste, ~7eight,
joint position and so on through half' a hllndr'€;d perceptions.
Just because you cannot recall motion or these perceptions docs not meen
they were not recorded fully and in motion with every perceotion clmnnel
you had at the time. It docs mean that you have interposed a stop
between the facsiIIIl ilo e.nd the recall mechanisms of your control
centers. There ~~e facsimiles of everything you have experienced
in your entire lifetime and everything you have imaginod.
ACCESSIBILITY - The state of bcing willing to be proccssed (technical
s.;::nse in this science).
The state of being willing to have interpersond
relations (soci~l sense). For the individual himself, accessibility
\ii th self means 'whether or not an individual can recontact his past
El'xperif'nr.es or dD..ta. A mc.n vlith a "bed memory" (interposed blocks
bet'ween contI'ol center and fv.csimiles) has memories which are not
accessible to him.
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"ith his prosent time environment and who does not compmte into
tht:: future. He may be an acute psychotic uherein hi; becomes
psychotic for only a fffii minutes c.t a time and only occ~sionally
in ceryain environments (as in rages or apathies) or be may be
a chronic psychoti.c, or in a continuc..l disconn(;ct with the
future and present. PSY!1hotics who c.re dr2.Illlltico.lly ho.rmful
to others are consid8red dangerous enough to be put awc.y.
Psychotics who ere harmful on 0. less drrunatic bc.sis ar~ no
less harmful to their environment and are no less psychotic.

COMPUTING PSYCHOTIC -

OD6 ~ho

ie running on d circuit, a circuit
out of a facsimi.l~ strong ~nough to
1ictate to the individual and BE the individuc..l.
b~ing

a pseudo~personality

DR&~ATIZING

PSYCHOTIC - One who dramc.tizes one type of facsimilL

only.
BhOKEN - Slang used in the wise of "brt.:aking a ease", mo.::ming that
:me breaks the hold of the preclear on a. non-survivcJ. facsimile.
Used in greater or lesser magnitude such as "bree,king \:l. circuit"
or breaking into a chain" or breaking a computa.tion. Never
breaking the precleur or his spirit but breaking \iI'hat is breaking
the preclear.
i\.SSISTS - The stro.ight perception by pbrception running, over and
over of an accid(;nt or incident until it is desensitized as a facsimil~
:.:.nd cannot affect the precleo.r. The assist is used immediately
[;.fter accidents or operations. It tc. es aw~ shock o.nd most of the
harmful effects of the incident and promotes healing. It is done
by starting the individual at th8 beginning of the incident,
',Ii th the first awareness of the incident, just o.s though the
preclear were living it all the way through again with full
perzeption of sight, sound, ~tc. as nearly as they cc..n be obtained.
An assist run, for instanc~, immediately after 0. dental operation
takes all the shock out of the operation. One concludes an assist by
picking up the auditing as another incident and running through the
auditing and the decision to be audited. An assist saves lives and
materially speeds healing.
hECOVERY - Recovery of one's o,m ability to determine one's

exist~nce •

.ASSESSMENT - An inventory, an 8xamination or u calculation or evaluc.tion
of a ccse.
~NVIRom~NT in particul~r

The surroundings of the preclear from moment to moncnt,
or in gen~ral, including people, pets, mechanical
objects, weath~r, culture, clothing, or the Supreme Being.
Anything he perceives or believes he perceives. The objective
~nvironment is the environm~nt everyone agrees is there. The
subjective environment is the environmdnt the individual himself
believes is there. They may not agree.

..
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'i':fGUGbI' - The facsimiles aue ho s rE;cordod of his V<lriOU8 unviro'!lIlicn"e
and the facsirliles he M.s created with his 1mn.gininga t their
r(}combination and evaluations and conclusions for the purpose of
dut,0rmining action or no action or IJOtential action or no action.
TdOUGHT is used nlso to mean a process treating awareness l~vel
l'ecordings uS distinct from non-awareness l(;vel t'€cordings.

EMOTION- The catalyst-used by th(; control center to monitor
ohysic21 r.tction. The relay system, via gl<...nds, interposed bet,ieen
"I" c.nd self urrl~ by' THOUGHT, others.
The mail'l emotions arc
hacpines~ in which one has confidence and enjoyment in his goc.ls
!'~nd 0. belief ir. his control of environment; boredom" in vvhich one
J.l!'S lost confld~nce and direction but is not defeated;
::mtagonism. ~n0rein one fet;ls his control threatened; anger
-;rheruin onf;; seeks to destroy that vlhich threatens and seeks't'1i thout
eood direction beyond destruction; covort hostility uherein one
;}ceks todestrqw \ihile reassuring his target that he j s not so
seeking; .fear wherein. one is catalysed to flee;. grief in which:'
vne recog~s los Sj apathy in r.-hich one accepts fc.il'Ure"-on all
d;,--nnmics l.llld pre:tends death.
Other emotions are a volume or
l!"ck of volume of those named. Shame or embarrc.ssment ere
c··motions p(;lcul~r to groups or- interpersonal reda tions and .are
on n level with grief, denoting.loss of position in ~ group.
EMOTION. is the glc.m\ll.cr system' puallel of MOTION and (;Ouch
EMOTION reflects' action to gain or lose to MOTION. At
El. high level aneis send1.ng bc.ck MOTION, at 0. mid level. one. is
holding. MOTION, .ut a lower level, MOTION is sueeping through. aDd ovor
one.
rS!{CHO-SOMA'fIC ILLNESS- n tGrIn useu .in. common pnrlc.ncQ to dCllOit:::
;:. condition lire suIting from .:t st~:.te of mind". Such il1ne.38(;8
.:lccQunt for nuout st:::venty pE;rcent of all -ills, by popular rE::por.t.
TechnieWJ.y, in this science J Do- chronic or continl)ing pc..:'...nful
fc.csimile to y.,hich the preclec.r is holding to nccount for f£',ilures·.
Arth.;r'i tis , bursitis ,tendonitis, my.opia., a.gtigmQtis~, bizarre c.che s
;:...nd pains, sinusi tus, co.l.d5l, ulcers, migraine hendc.ches,
tooth2cbe, poliomyelitis defor.mi~es~ £o.tncss, skin mc.lformc.tions,
etc. etc. etc. etc. are c.. fau Qf these legion.of chronic somatics.They
.".re traceable to service fc.csimiles.
TIEP:2;TITIVE STRAIGHT Y:IRE - Attention c.:::.lL~d to c.n incident over and
over ~,.lOngst other incidents until it is dc ... scnsitized. U3~d Oli
(;onclusions or incid{;nts uhich do not oc,sily surr€nd~r.
LOCK SChNNING· A !Jrocess ..~hich sk.rts the precle& from a point in
the past . .lith which .he OOS made solid contact up through ell sirnilru
incidents without verbalizc.tion. This is done ~ver and over, uach
timc trying to start at an e~rlier incident of the srum~ kind, until
the precle~r c troverts on the subject of thc chain. BOIL OFF
often r~sults wherein the precleQr seems to g9 to sleep. Avoid
boil~of.f for i.t is not therapeutic and will eventu::rlly result in
red\lced. tone. BOIL OFF is u ID.zy auditors excuse to be id3,e ['.00
facsimiles in such severe conflict that they trill not resolve
'vii thout resolving postulates first. Lock sc::mning i:;; a statldc.rdized
drill, eit.arted o·n siiIl£l.l a.nd ended with thfi: preclear suying he is
['.gainl in preeent time. It cc.n be dom: on .'lny subject • .ABOVE 2.0 only.
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SERVICE FACSIMILE - A definitely non-survival situation
contc.ined in a facsimile which is cc.lled into nction by the
individucl to explain his f~ilures. A service facsimile m~y be
one of an illness, an injury, ~n inability. The fQcsimile
begins with a down emotional curve and ends with an upmlrd
emotional curve. Between these it has pain. A service facsimile
IS the pattern V1hich is the chronicllpsycho-aomatic illness".
It mc.u contains coughs, fever, aches, rashes, any manifestation
of a non-survival character, mental or physical. It may even
be a sUicide effort. It is complete with all perceptions.
It has mc.ny similar facsimiles. It ha~ many locks. The
possession and use ofa service facsimile distinguishes
a homo sapiens.
SERVICE FACSIMILE CHAIN - The entire chain of similar incidents
comprise the totc.l rcpoortoire of the individual
who is explaining thus failure and thus seeking support.
~hich

EFFORT - The physicQl forc~ manifestation of motion. A sharp
effort against an individuc.l producos pain. A stronuous effort
produces discomfort. Effort can be I'ecalled and re-exp6rienced
by the preclear. No precleQr below 2.6 should be cc.lled
upon to use effort as such as he is incapable of handling it
and will stick in it. The essential part of a painful facsimile
is its effort, not its percepions.
GENETIC - By line of protoplasm and by facsimiles and by MEST
forms the individual has arrived in the pr&sent age from a past
beginning. Genetic applies to the protoplasm line of father and
mother to child, grown child to new child and so forth.
DYNAMICS - The centrc.l drives of an individual. They are
numbered from one to eight as follows: 1 - Self survival;
2 - Survival through children (includes se ual nct); 5 - Survival
by groups including social and pol~tical as well as commercial;
4 - Survival through Mankind as a '/hole; 5-- Survivnl through
Life including any species, vegetable or animal; 6 - Survival
through r~ST; 7- Survival through THETA or the static itself;
8 - (Written as infinity) Survival through a Supreme Being.
Each individual is surviving for 0.11 eight.
THETA - The mathematical symbol for the static of thought.
By Theta is me.mt the static itself. By "facsimile" is mec.nt
THETA which contains impressions by perception.
MEST - A compound YiOrd made up of the first letters of
MATTER, ENERGY, SPACE and Tlr~. A coinod word for the
PHYSICAl. UNIVERSE. THETA IS NOT CONSIDERED AS BART OF THE
PHYSICAL UNIVERSE BUT IS NOT CONSIDERED ABSOLUTELY AS NOT PfiRT
OF mBE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE.
PERCEBTIONS - By means of physical waves, rays c.nd particles
of the physical universe, impressions of tce environment enter through
the "sense channels" such as the ~yes and optic nerves,
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the nose and olfectory nerves; the ears and aural merves;
inter-body nerves for inter-body perceptions, atc. etc.
These are all perceptions up to the instant they record
as facsimiles at v.-hieh moment they become recordings.
When recalled they are perceptions ugain, being regain
entered into sense channels from the recall side.
There are over half a hundred separate ~erceptions all
being recorded at once.
FIFTEEN - (noun) A d~signation to donote Q finished case.
Solely for case recording to designate a case advunced to
current completion. This is a Foundation number system
for precleers. A case is noted on record by the act
number to Hhich it has been adv.:mced.
TEN - A case advanced to the point of released servic3 facsimile.
RELEASE (verb) The (lct of taking the perc""ptions or effort or
effectiveness out of a heQvy facsimile or taking aWQY the
precleats hold on the facsimile.
ACT - A stage of processing. Applies solely to the purticular
process in use at a certain case level.

# #

# #
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ANl..LY5IS OF SELF DETEWHNISM

The gO::ll of the a'Ldi tor Hi th his preclliD.r is NOT t:l~ l'eleaS6 cf
L"psycho-somatic", not thE: i111prOvement of appearance, not grL-o.ter
efficiency or better interpersonc 1 rele tions. These nre incident'1.l.
THE GOLL OF THE AUDITOR \iITH THE PRECLEAR IS THE RZHABILITATION
OF THE PRECLEAR'S SELF DETERMINISM.
In order to understand this goal, lut us examine somE; dc..tD.~
and have a THOROUGH understanding of Hhat self-determinism is. Be:;:or~
this science there were vague pushes in that direction bllt the. sb.te l.tself
lacked definition and there was definitely no bridge built to ~t.
Self-determinism is that state of being wherein the individual
can or cannot be controled by his environment according to his o,m
choice. In that state the individual has self confidence in his
control of the material universe and the organisms within it along
every dynamic. He is confident about any and all abilities or talents
he may possess.·He is confident in his interpersonal relationships.
He reasons but does not need to react.
On the tone scale, we hnve et the
lov/est level, I AM NOT. Between we have,
varying degrees of I ;eM and I .'IM NOT. The
NOT there is Cl.nd the less I AM.
Here is
BEINGNESS a.nd the STATE OF NOT BEINGNESS.
This is a range from 20.0 dm;n to 0.0.

optimum level, I AliI, at 1..he
from the optimum level down,
10Her onb goes, the mort:) I .AM
the graph of the STATE OF
NOT BEINGNESS is death.

Full self-determinism along every dynamic is found ~t 20.0.
A complete:: othtlr determined individual is at 0.0. b grc..dient scale
lies beh:een.
There is a pc.rallel column on the tone scule to the I liM, I lJ'1 NOT
gradient scale. This is the I KNo\i, I KNO\; NOT sCD.le. I KNOH is at
20.0. I KNOW NOT is e.t 0.0. Between these lie, as one descends,
I UNDERST~\ND, I .AM TRYING TO UNDERSTLND, I \oTlLL NOT UNDERSTi~ND, I AM
LFRAID TO UNDERSTAND, I CANNOT UNDERSTAND, I KNOll NOT.
Another pc..rallel scale liwuld be, I HAVE TRUST at 20.0 .qnd
I ~RUST NOTHING at 0.0. As one descends, one re:J.ches gees and less
trust e.nd more c..n,d more distrust until 17e hc.ve death.
The Iilystic for millenia has been talking C.bOllt FAITH. He neyer
built a bridge to it. He made u terrible fundamental error in conVE::rtil'le
FAITH to HAVE FAITH. When he said I-IAVE FAITH he invited underoto.nding,
then confusion of understanding because one does not understand FAITH.
One IS faith. The source, content of and contact with FAITH is YOU.
The result of this mystic er-rof - and it is a very gross error - ims to
plr,ce individu[~ls so far down the tone scale thatl'love"c..nd propitiation
became bY-Hords and hocus pocus, and the order of the d1.LY. Here is a
1.1 religion. It is afraid to understand because it h:18 to have faith
but it isn't f&ith because faith is not understanding. Hence the gener~l
confusion 'J.t l.1. A by-product of this is the fact thnt individuals nho
thus lli\VE faith are running too slow. You get ESP, hypnotism, mixed up
facsimilos "i th others, martyrdom, physical illness c:.nd all m:~nner of ummnt~d
things at this slo~J speed. It is too close to the static of death at 0.0
end its IJeople are aufully dead, ineffoctive 2nd irrational.
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People who are trying to HAVE FAITH aren't faith. Thus the~
fear (1.1) and propitiate' (1.1) and are ge:nerally confused. One lin.11
not buy unreuson at 20.0. They began ~ KN0\1ING FAITH and then oec£;.rne
confused by having faith explained.
Because of spectacular successes (rare as rarity) the mystic
continued to strive for so~ething he already had because h€ had no nay to
g~t back to where he was. The enormously ~ccessful points of BEING
FAITH in the sea of unsuccessful HAVING FAITH kept the mystic striving.
It is possible novr to achieve FAITH, or regain what one has lost.

I AM, FAITH, I KNOW are at 20.0 on up. At 20.0 on the gradient
scale they are at optimum unity VJith MEST (the physical universe)
but as they rise from 20.0 they become less and less effective on ~lliST
until top static is reached at 40.0. 'I.'he scale is a circle. 40.0 and
0.0 are the same, so it is possible to go tW'p ways toward death. One
is less well off at 21.0 than he is at 20.0 since the MEST is dwindling
away. The austere, but spindly and weak mystic vvho dwells upon
abstracts is less able to KNOwv. There is an entire scale above 20.0.
Ylhich matches the scale beloTi 20.0. in undesirability. The organism
The static is thoroughly unobtainable 'ili th~~riA IS
slows dmm above 20.0.
body, evidently for the statlc at the top, in a pure state (40.0)is
for one thing a -270 0 C. A person who relaxes to NOT BEING IN BODY
is at first assailed by counter efforts and then begins to chill. .
The various phenomena of mysticism are in the main explained by th~s scale.
When one forsakes individuality on the vmy up he of course can commingle
'with thoughts and other individualities. When he sloVls dmvn beloH toward
0.0 he is again getting confused in his individuality, shifts
valences easily, is hypnotic and is in a generally undesirable condition.
Another prime error has been made and is purt of our culture
both religious and scientific and that is the error of single source.
At 1.1 single source looks to be the case. Also at 59.0. At nGith~r
point, however, is there any clear view. All life forms are NOT
from a single source. The ideas of Nirvana, Valhalla, Adam, the
original cell, each is now rather completely disproven. There is a source
for every genetic line. By this is meant both a theta (thought static) and
MEST form. There are as many 60urces uS there are living organisms, each
line distinct and individual. The similarity of form in a species is
due to similar environments and age of the class, not single source. A
negative proof lies in the finding that health, sanity and effectiveness
exist Yihere the greatest self-determinism can be rohabilitated. A positive
proof is that, if it \lere single source, the discovery of the gonetic line
facsi~iles, the blueprint of the body, should permit just one individual
to go back ond clear the original upsets for the nhole human race. It has
been triod several times. It ~fects none but the preclear. His source is
the very model of self-determinism. (See next section on Individuation).
vlhat then

~re

you trying to do with your preclear?

You are rehabilit

him from a state of partially I AlVI NOT to I AM, from UNDERSTAND to KNOH

from distrust to trust.
If you only concentratod upon distrust in others of him and his
distrust of oth"rs; his enforced faiths on others and the enforced faith
of others on him, and \d th his trust and distrust on all dynamics,
particul~rly self, ~nd de-sensitized such facsimile, your pre clears would be
at around ten at least.
OCCLUDED CASES 1~Y BE ONLY BROKEN TRUST CASES FOR
THE PRECLEAR CANNOT TRUST HUISELF, THUS CANNOT TRUST HIS RECALLS. RUN TRUSTDISTltUST, lJiI' ENFORCED ii.jill EhOr::::;N "Kuoun I1ND "I AM" rum "F.UTH" IJ'J :':::T Fet'R.
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RESPONSIBILITY
In the FOURTEENTH b.eT the ]Jroper control cen-::'er is rehabilitated.
This is done by an indoctrination of the principles of RESPONSIBILITY
and the running of RESPONSIBILITY. An auditor, thus, must understu.nd this
subj ect thoroughly. The preclear will make his largest leap ahead "Ii th the
FOURTEENTH ACT.
DEFINITION: RESPONSIBILITY IS TF.E ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS TO
ASSU1ffi THE STATUS OF FULL SOURCE A~~ CAUSE FOR ALL EFFORTS AND COUNTER-EFFORTS
ON ALL DYNA11ICS.
There is no compromise 'liVith Full Responsibility. It lies above
20.0 on the tone scale and is descended from in order to effect
randomity but is descended from 'ltvi th the full knoYlledge of its
assumption. It means responsibility for all acts, all emotions
on every dynamic and in every sphere as onels 01tfD. It includes such
'aisrelated" data as the death of ~n individu&l one has never met on
a highway on vihich one has never traveled at the hands of a stranger,
no matter hovi culpible.
One does not send to find for whom the bell
tolls v;ithout full willingness to have tolled it and to have caused the
cause of its tolling.
There is a scale of responsibility between Full Responsibility
['.nd Full other responsibility where the former is above 20.0 and the
latter is at 0.0. Complete negation of responsibility is complete
admission of being under the complete control of the environment.
Assumption of Full Responsibility is a statement of control of the
environment and persons within it without necessity of control.

.l.

There is a cycle of responsibility. One acts and seeks to
negate his responsibility for such action by placing the "reason" nt
another's door. This vmrks so long as one succeeds in mc1dng another
accept responsibility for the action. The moment this action fails and
another does not actept it, the entire action comes back at one. It is
then a matter of fault and fixed (by another) blame and stirs the ~motion
of "guilt". Before this cycle begins, there is no aberration, no matter
WHA.T hns been done, no matter \fHAT has happened to anyone. The action
occurs but is no cause for discussion or justice until one seeks to
shunt cause elseidre-e9 than self. This starts the cycle and eventually comes
back as "fault".
Full Responsibility is not fault, it is recognition
of being cause.
RATIONALIZATION is wholly an attempt to shunt responsibility.
vfuatever <iYCcurs to one, wherever on lihatever track isvactut:'..lly on his
own responsibility, as the student will realize as soon as he re-evaluates
the factors involved and as soon as he sees the enormous effect of this
process.
The highest common denominator so far reached on occlusion
is the responsibility fac;'por. One is occluded on whatever he has
tried not to be respobsible for. He refuses responsibility for the
incident, thus he has no control or responsibility for the facsimile
of the incident. One can control nothing \d thout nssuming Full
Responsibility for it.
Let

l.JS

survey fundamentals.

Self-determinism, self-confidence,
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KNOW, I AM, lie along 20.0. All knmrledge is l'..nO\,-n at source, as 'Iiitness
the theta manufacture of complex compounds not yet touchable by chemists.
One, thus, by extrapolation, did not AGREE to SURVIVE. One had a free
choice to survive, quite obviously. The AGREE vie~~oint is occasioned by
postulating obedience to the Supreme Being, which postulate is demonstrably
not workable as it poses a low scale point for the 8th Dynamic y:hich Ylould
drag dovm all the other dynamics at once to zero and would continue them
there and life would become impossible. Notwithstanding this point,
which mayor may not be v.cccptible, there are points 'which are inexorable.
Overall life through all tracks :i.n a continous survival through
muny "deaths". Succumb is only relative. Total succumb \,ould be
a discontinuance of the theta line, which demonstrably has not happened
in any line on earth today and which, by extrapolation and by the nature
of the life static, will not happen tomorrow for only RiEST has Time.
Theta changes the organism form by varying efforts and counter-efforts
and natural selection and planned development in IviEST.
Development ot even rationalization (negation of responsibility
establishing conflict for development) establish renadomity; and randomity
is apparently vital in order to effect a conquest of MFST(our closest
approach to \VliY Survival being a Conquest of the material universe by
theta.
One is obviously conceived after free choice.
seeks and selects randomity on free choice.

One obviously

Every individual is possessed of an urge for survival on every
one of the eight dynamics. He can exercise free choice for the survival
of every on~ of the eight. Indeed, since he has exioted prior to
any existing situation he had the free choice to co somothing about it
and thus had free choice about any existing situation. At least the
problem resolves itself in this fashion. Its proof is that preclccrs
soar up the tone scale on acceptance of Full Responsibility and the
proposition is thus credited by its Horkability.
Running back any happenstance, BEFORE the cycle of blame-failureguilt is started will discover that the preclear had FULL RESPONSIBILITY
for anything done to him or by him or, reaching far beck, for enything
done to anybody by anything or anybody. Full responsibility for AAs
occurs if only in choosing conception. Anyone alive today had responsibility
in creating our social order.
A soldier shot on the fiuld of a b8.ttle may "blame" thE: sniper, the
Se10ctive Service, the stupidity of government BUT he nevertheless had full
responsibility not only for being there and getting shot but for
the sniper, Selective Service and the stupidity of government.
You may locate any RATIONALIZATION CYCLE merely by finding uny
mis-emotion such as antagonism, anger, fear, grief or apathy on thE.: pert
of the preclear for anything or anybody. You will find then a cycle
wherein the preclear considered himself affected by enviror~ent, blamed
environment (and environment contains ['.11 dynamics including self),
failed to meke the blame stick and received the consequences, thus losing
self-determinism, thus getting controled by environment, thus getting
aberrated, thus getting and using the service facsimile.

3l.f
4fhg. ~r is not saekiDg the point ./here the preclear
accepts the harm. ,,1hich came to him as his FAULT. The auditor is seeking
the point where the preclear decided it was not his responBibUi ty am
then the earlier point at refusal of responsibili t:y. Get the FAULT
ACCEPTANCE point and you will find apathy since here is agreement 'With
accusation - wrong point. Get the first instant of rationalization and then
the earlier generalization of negated responsibility and you will find the
postulates nhich del\Y Full Responsibility. A postulate of Ulness
so as not to attend school is not the primary postulate on the chain.
The primary postulate on this chain is refUsal of Full Responsibility for
school.

Occlusions are resolved by Full Responsibility on the subject.
This includes occluded persons.
Dub-in is resolved by a Full Responsibility resolution for the
dub-in is far more active in rationalization than an occluded case.
The preclear, urderstanding all this, may yet wonder when he discovers
in his past a person who avowedly has Full Responsibility, is always
right and yet made him unhappy. Let the preclear look in this person
for the actuality of Full Responsibility and the person in question v/i11
be found to have suspicions, antagonisms and rationalizations and is thus
discovered to be lacking in Full Responsibilit,y atter all.
The environment starts to control the individual the moment he
rationalizes away his inherent Full Responsibility. The individual
becomes "unable" to handle any tacsimile of any incident tor lmich he
has not assumed Full Responsibility, thus becomes subject to facsimiles
"handling" him.
Attempting to invalidate some one is attempting to negate Full
Responsibility for toot person. The person \1ho insists it is "your fault"
is invalidated on a low tone level by insisting it i8 not your fault.
Thus, assuming "fault" seems to validate the accu8ation of the
person so claiming. Assumption of Full Responsibility 1s also assumption
of the accusative person cs a responsibility.
For definition, the responsibility scale drops to its next level
to "I am responsible and I must do something about it." This dliin:lles
down through "I "10n' t be responsible", IfI am af'raid of responsibility for it",
"I don't care, it's no use being responsible." The lowest rung is
NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANYTHING.
Past deaths are pccluded because one does not take their responsibility,
such deaths being contrar,y, on a shallow level in an aberrated society, to
Survive. Thus past deaths are sometimes hard to explain to people tor they
would not have any responsibility on their own and therefore refuse it on the
subject.
Using symbols for actuality is negating responsibility.
Several group experiments, including teaching every man on a navel
ve.asel that he was responsible for everything, have been mOOe which validated
these postulates. A negative series was also made uith opposite results,
again demonstrating these postulates. How irresponsible can one be?
Refusal of Full Responsibility for dying and its Survival value.
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DEFINITIONS, LOGICS AND AX:i:OM3
Th(;s,,- .:.rl;; t~1e definitions, logics c.nd axioms of this sciI.;ncb.
It shc-uld btl borno in mind tl1n t thes(;: actually form epistemology,
th6 science of knowledge. These cnnnot but 8mbrace various fi0lds
and sciE;nces. Tht:y are listed in this volume VIithout further
€lucida.tion but will be found to bE: self expla.ne:.tory for the
most pnrt. Adequate phenomena exist to demonstrate th0 self
evj denee of these definitions, postulates, logics and Qxioms.
The first section, the logics, are separate from the ~ioms
only in that from the system of thinking so evaluated, the axioms
themselves flml. The iwrd "logicsl! is used hore to meen postUlates
p~rtaining to the organizational structure of alignment.

THE LOGICS
LOGIC 1 - KNOWLEDGE IS A ,mOLE GROUP OR SUB-DIVISION OF A GROUP OF
DATA OR SPECUIJ~TIONS OR CONCLUSIONS ON DATA OR METHODS OF GAINING DATA.
LOGIC 2 - A BODY OF KNOHLEDGE IS A BODY OF DATA, ALIGNED OR UNALIGNED, OR
OF FAINING DATA.

~mTHODS

LOGIC :3 - ANY KNOHLEDGE \iHICH CAN Bl!. SEHSED, MI:1\SURED OR EXPERIENCED
BY ANY ENTITY IS CAPABLE OF INFLUENCING THAT ENTITY.
COROLLARY - THAT KNm!LEDGE WHICH CANNOT BE SENSED, MEASURED
OR EXPERIENCED BY ANY ENTITY OR TYPE OF ENTITY CANNOT INFLUENCE THl~T
ENTITY OR TYPE OF ENTITY.
LOGIC 4 - A BODY OF KNOrJLEDGE IS A BODY OF DATA, ALIGNED OR UNALIGNED.
LOGIC 5 - A DATUM IS A FACSIMILE OF STATES OF BEING, STATES CF NOT
BEING, ACTIONS OR INACTIONS, CONCLUSIONS OR SUPPOSITIONS IN THE
PHYSICAL OR l~Y OTHER UNIVERSE.
LOGIC 6 - A DEFINITION OF TE&~S IS NECESSARY TO THE ALIGNMENT, STATEMENT
AND RESOLUTION OF SUPPOSITIONS, OBSERVATIONS, PROBLm~S AND SOLUTIONS
.AND THEIR COMMUNICATION.
DEFINITION - DESCRIPTIVE DEFINITION: ONE HHICH CLASSIFIES
BY DESCRIBING EXISTING STATES STATE OF BEING, BY CHARACTERISTICS.
DEFINITION - DIFFERENTIATIVE DEFINITION: ONE \iHleH COMPARES
UNLIKENESS TO EXISTING.ST~TES OF BEING OR NOT BEING.
DEFINITION - ASSOCIATIVE DEFINITION: ONE \fHICH
UNLIKENESS TO EXISTING STATES OF BEING OR NOT BEING.

DECL"~S

DEFINITION - ACTION DEFINITION .. ONE 1JlHICH DELINEATES CAUSE AND
POTENTIAL CHANGE OF STATE OF BEING BY CAUSE OF EXISTENCE, INEXISTENCE,
ACTION, INACTION, PURPOSE OR LACK OF PURPOSE.
LOGIC 7 - ABSOLUTES ARE UNOBTAINABLE.
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AND THEIR DATA.
This is th~ tool of infinity valued logic: Absolut~s are
unobtainable. Terms such as good and bad, alive and dead, right and
wrong are UElod only in conjunction yvi th gradient scales. On the scale
of right and lJ1I'ong, everything above zero or center Vlould be more
and more right, approaching an infinitesimal rightness, and everything
below center \7ould be more and more vll'ong approc.ching infinitesimal
v~ongness.
All things assisting the survival of the survivor
are considered to be rifh~ for the survivor. All things inhibiting
survival from the Vie\lpc:'.nt of the survivor can be considered wrong
for the survivor. The IT.e're a thing assists survival, t~e more
it can be considered lI'Jignt ·for the survivor, the more a thing or action
inhibi ts su:::'·,·i val, the more it is \lrong from the viewpoint of the
intended sur-,-:I:lor.
COD,DLLAR': - A~JY DATUM HAS Ol\1LY RELATIVE TRUTH.
CC;0LLAllI ->l: T'i-'X;TH IS RELATIVE TO ENVIRONMENTS, EXPERIENCE
AND TRUTH.
LOGIC 9 - A DATUM CAN BE EVALUATED ONLY BY 1\. DATUM OF COIV'JPARABLE MAGNITUDE.
LOGIC 10 - A DATUM IS AS VALUlillLE AS IT

F~S

BEEN EVALUATED.

LOGIC 11 - TEE VAT,~lE OF A DATUM IS ESTABLISHED BY THE AI,lOUNT OF ALIGNMENT
(relationship) IT 1L:-?11RTS TO O'l'IIER DATA.
LOGIC 12 - Tm: VALTJE OF L DliTUT.I OR FIELD OF DATA CAN BE ESTABLISHED
BY ITS DEGMr OF ASSISTAlr; E IN SURVIVAL OR ITS INHIBI'rION TO SURVIVAL.
LOGIC 15 - THE VALUE OF A DATUM OR A FIELD OF DATA IS MODIFIED
BY THE VIEHPOINT OF THE OBSERVER.
LOGIC 14 - PROBLEMS lJ1E RESOLVED BY COL1PARTMENTING THEM INTO AREAS
OF SIMILAR MAGNITUDE AND DATA, COMPlffiING THEM TO DATA ALREADY KNOWN OR
PARTIALLY KNmJN, AND RESOLVING EACH AREA. DATA HHICH CANNOT BE KNoym
UIMEDIATELY MAY BE RESOLVED BY ADDRESSING HRAT IS KNOHN AND USING ITS
SOLUTION TO RESOLVE THE REJJ~Il{D~~.
LOGIC 15 - Ii'ACTORS INTRODUCED INTO A PROBLEM OR SOLUTION HHICH DO NOT
DERIVE FROU Nli.TURAL LAH BUT ONLY AUTHORIT.t-lRlil.N COMMAND ABERRATE THAT
PROBLEM OR SOLUTION.
LOGIC 16 - THE INTRODUCTION OF AN ARBITRARY INTO A PROBLro~ OR SOLUTION
INVITES THE FURTHER INTRODUCTION OF .A...~ITRARIES INTO PROBLEIdS AND SOLUTIONS.
LOGIC 17 - AN ABSTRACT POSTULATE MUST BE COMPARED TO THE UNIVERSE TO HHICH
IT APPLIES AND BHOUGHT INTO THE CATEGORY OF THINGS UHICH CAN BE SENSED,
l'.'i&'\.SURED OR EXPERIENCED IN THAT UNIVERSE BEFORE SUCH POSTULATE CAN BE
CONSIDERED WORKABLE.
LOGIC 18 - THOSE FIELDS viHICH MOST DEPEND UPON AUTHORITATIVE OPINION
FOR THEIR DATA LEAST CONTiiIN KNOHN NATURAL LAW.
LOGIC 19 - A POSTULA'l'E IS AS VALUABLE AS IT IS WORKABLE.
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LOGIC 20 - THE WORKABILITY OF A POSTULATE IS ESTABLISHED BY THE DEGREE
TO liHICH IT EXPLAINS EXIS7ING PHENOMENA ALREADY KNmm, THAT IT PREDICTS
NEi! PHENOMENA WHICH WHEN LOOKED FOR ~nLL BE FOUND TO EXIST, AND TH.!'lT IT
DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT PHENOMENA BE CALLED INTO EXISTENCE FOR ITS
EXPLANATION UHICH DO NOT UIST IN FACT.
LOGIC 21 - A SCIENCE MAY BE CON8IDERED TO BE A LARGE BODY OF ALIGNED
DATA HHICH HAS SIMILARITY IN APPLICATION AND WHICH HAS BEEN DEDUCED
OR INDUCED FROM BASIC POSTULATES.
LOGIC 22 - MATHEMATICS ARE METHODS OF POSTULATING OR FESOLVING
REAL OR ADSTBACT DATA IN ANY UNIVERSE AND INTREGATING BY SY!11BOLIZATION
OF DATA,DATA, POSTULATES !illm RESOLUTIONS.
IGC':!C ;:'3 - THE HUM1\.N MIND-:t-IS AN OBSERVER, POSTULATOR, CREATOR AND STORAGE
p .s;'.C:E; OF'

KNOfILEDGE.

LOG-IC 24 - THE HUIVb.N MIND IS A SERVO tIECHANISM '1'0 ANY
EVOLVED OR ELPLOYED BY THE HUMAN MIND.

~iiATHEMATICS

LC\;3-IC 25 - TFB~ HUIVL'\.N HIND AND INVENTIONS OF THE HUMAN MIND .ARE CAPABLE OF
f..EGOLV::-NJ ANY AND ALL 'PROBLEl\lS WHICH CAN BE SENSED, MEASURED OR
EX.PERILHl:ED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY.
This is a postUlate, rather than a logic.
COROLLARY - THE HUMAN MIND IS CAPABLE OF RESOLVING THE
PROBLEU OF THE HUMAN MIND.
The borderline of solution of this science lies between
·why life is surviving and how life is surviving. It is possible
to resolve how ::life is surviving without resolving why lifo is
surviving.
LOGIC 26 - THE RESOLUTION OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
HUMAlJ STUDIES (such as economics, politics, sociology, medicine,
criminology, etc.) DEPENDS PRIMARILY UPON TIm RESOLUTION OF THE
PROBLErdS OF THE mn.1AN MIND.

human mind by definition includes the nwareness unit of the li.ving
orgnnism, the observer, the computer of data, the spirit, the mE::mory
storage, the life force and the individual motivator of the living organism.
It is lJsed .:::.s distinct from tho brain which can be considered to ba
Jlotivoted. by the mini.

-:~Tho

Tho primary stop in resolving the brond ncti vi ties of man could b8
to be the resolving of the activities of the mind itself.
Ht;nce, the logics carry to this point and then proceed as axioms
concGrning the human mind, such axioms being substantiated as relative
truths by much newly discovered phenomena. The ensuing axioms,
from Logic 26, apply no less to the various ologies than they do to
de-aberrating or improving the operation of th~ mind. It should not
be thought that the following axioms are davoted to the construction of
anything as limited as a therapy, which is only incidental to tho resolution
of hume..n aberration and such things as psycho-somatic illnesses. 'rhese
axioms are capable of such solution, as has been demonstrated, but such a
narrow application would indica to a very narrov: s cope of vievr.
NOT:r~:

~on~iuvred
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j~XrOMS

•• Xrm.i-l THE SOURCE OF LIFE IS il. S'i'HTIC OF .PECULIAR .. ·.ND
Pl.RTICUL ...R PROPERTIES.
AXIOM-2 AT LEl,.ST !~ PORTION OF THE STl.TIC C;.LLED LIFE IS
n~PINGED UPON THE PHYSIC1.L UNIVERSE •
•• XIOM- 3 TILT PORTION OF THE STi'.TIC OF LIFE WHICH IS IMPINGED
UPON THE PHYSIC.t.L UNIV3RSE Hl~S FOR ITS DYNfJdC GOAL,
SURVIV.i.L ..·.ND ONLY SURVIViI.L.
1~XIOM-4 THE PHYSIC.L UNIVERSE IS REDUCI.BLE TO MOTION OF
ENSRGY OPER:.TI;;TG VI SP1 .. C:8 THROUGH TIME
0

l\.XIOM-5 TIllS PORT~OlJ OF THE ST".TIC OF LIFE CONCERNED WITH
THe: LIFE ORG.':".NISI;~~'3 OF THE PHYSIC.'..L UNIVERSE IS C ONCERl\TED
WHOLLY VliTH l\IO'rION"
AXIOM-6 THE LIFE SI'.·.TIC H...S :.S ONE OF ITS PROPERTIES THE
j·.EILITY TO MOBILIZE H~m f:..NIM..'lTE M:.TTER INTO LIVING ORG1.NISIVlS.
AXIOM-7 THE LIFE ST.. TIC IS ENG ..GED IN i".. CONQUEST OF THE
PHYSIC ... L mHVERSE.
AXIOM-8 THE LIFE ST.'..TIC CONQUERS 'rILi: f.;ij.T:l!:RI;.L UNIV...;RSE BY
L.J:: ... RNING J'.ND APPLYING TH::8 PHYSIC.i.L L,,'lWS OF THE PHYSICLL
UNIVlmS:2: ~
SYMBOL: The symbol in use hereafter for the life static
is the @reek letter THETAo
i·.XIO!VI-9 i. FUNDJ.MENTI.L OP2R~·.TION OF rrHET:. IN SURVIVING IS
BRINGING ORDER INTO THE CHi.OS OF THE PHYSIC ... L UNIVERSE.
i'.XIOM-10 THET.'. BRINGS ORDER INTO CIL'.OS BY CONQUEIUNG WH.:.TEVXR IN WiEST IIL.Y B2 PRO·.. ,sURVIV:.L .• ND DK;'I'ROYLfG VHL.TEVER IN
NJEST M.l·.Y BE CONTRi.-SURVIV..'.L, :.T LE •• ST THROUGH THE IvIEDIUM OF
LIFE ORG~·.NISMS 0
Theta also applies this to arganisms.
Those
organisms which are pro-survial for the conquering organism
are preserved and enhanced. Those which are contra-survival

-35are reduced or destroyed •
.. XIOlvl-ll ;. LIFE ORG .. IHSM IS COMPOSED OF
SP •• CE •• ND TIME, ;.NHLTED BY THETiH

~Li'T:2R

.. ND ENERGY IN

SYUBOL: 'rhe physical universe hereafter is represented by the
word MEST or the Greek letter PHI.
SYMBOL: Living organism or organisms will hereafter be represented by the Greek letter LHMBDA.
AXIOM-l2 THE WlEST P • .RT OF 'fHE ORG:.l.NISM FOLLOWS 'l'RE L•..wS THE
PHYSICaL SC IENCES. .I.LL : ...MBD.I. IS CONCERNED \'JITH lilOTION.
AXIOM-13 T}-IETi. OPER •. TING THROUGH LaMBD.. CONVll:RTS THE FORC~S OF
THE PHYSIC:.L UNIVc::nSE INTO FORCES TO CONQUER THE PHYSIC •• L
UNIVERSE.
J~XIOM-l4

THETi., WORKING UPON PHYSIC •• L UNIVERSE MOTION, MUST IVLINT:.IN H•• RMONIODS R:.TE OF MOTION.

The limits of Lambda are narrow both as to thermal and
cechanical motion.
i.XIOM-15 L.J{iBD.. IS .l'H~ INTER1.~DI,_r.c S'rEP IN i'H8 CONCU~3T OF THE
PHYS1C .. L UNIV":;RSE.
:.XIOM-16 THE BHSIC FOOD OF •. NY ORG:~NISM CONSIStS OF LIGHT .. ND
CHEM ICJ'.LS •
Organisms can exist only as higher levels of complexities because lower levels of converters exist.
Theta evolves organisms from lower to higher forms and
supports thenl by the exis tence of lower converter forms •
.. XIOM-l7 THET:.,

VIA

Ll.l'vlBD:.

~FFECTS

.. N 2VOLUTION OF IvlEST.

In this we have the waste products of organisms on the
one hand, such as those very complex chemicals which bacteria make
for the bio-chemis t. :.nd, on the other hand, we have the
physical face of the earth being changed by animals and men,
such changes as grass holding mountains from eroding or roots
causing boulders to break, buildings being built, rivers being
dammed. There is obviously an evolution in MEST in progress under the encursion of THETA •
•'.XIOM-lB LaMED:. EVEN l',ITHIN •• SPEC 1.2:S V•.RIES IN ITS
OF J 1illTf••

E:t·mO~~Nhlj~NT

I

•.XIOM-19 TI1.2: EFFORT OF L.JEBD.. IS TmV .• RD SURVIV:.L.
THE

GO;~L

OF L:.MBDA IS SURVIAL.•

'rHE P"ZN.. L1'Y OF
'1'0 SUCCUMB.
D2FINITION:

F;~ILU22

TO •• DVJ'.NC~ IrOW .• RD IrK.'l' GO ..L IS

PERSIST3NC;:: IS 'rHE HBILI1'Y TO EXEHT CON-
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i~C.t.:.

uF

~FFORT

Tv·.... rm SURVIVaL Gv .• LS.

"XI J1d,,2C L••l., i3IJ.1 CRJi:•• TBS, l, vlJS":;RV~S, 1'.1.. Il~ r .. Ii~S, •• C~uv LtES,
(; ,t _,G~S, OCCUP I -,S, OltVUPS .1m DISr'.c;.{~.B:S ~.'£ST.

L".~'i'rlvYS,

L •.IviBDH SURVIVES BY l.lUlVI.. 'l'llm :.l'W I'.• 0BILIZIi'JG CJR D...;S'l'HvY~NEHGY IN SF•• CE •• ND TIME •

I,.G L . .'l"U.m •• HD

lv.uTIuN :IHICH
•. LIGrli-21 L.. ~,.BD •• IS Dli::P;:l\JD~HT UP01'lj OPTD,."l.i I·hOTION.
IS 1'00 S~vIFT •. ND ~aO'.HUN ~;HICH IS T00 SLUN .. RE ... LIKE, C01~fR.>
6U LVIV;.L.
,XIOM-22 THE'L'. . _i.JD l'HUU(::HT •• HE SH.IL.. R vIWERS OF ST .• TIC •
... ..XIv!\·,-23 .. LL l'HOUCHT IS C0NCl!:RN,.;D ~/ ITH bOTIuN •
. _XIOi,,-24 'rlill EST•. BLISHl\•. ,NT OF dJ OPTH.Ui" f\i10'rIvl~ IS
vF R:;LSUN.

l.

BuSIC GOHL

D Jl"INI'fIOl~:
L•.1,BD•• IS :. ClmMIC .. L IL: • .'r i!;f~G INE .3:XIS·l'li~G
SP.. CE .:-iD rfII.~E .,.OTIV .. T::::D BY l'IIS LIF~~ S·r .. 'fIC ._1'10 DIR.JC·l'~D BY
'rHOUC HT •
ii·~

.. XIOl.l-25 TIill B..SIC PURPOSE UF RE-.S..)N IS
.~srrnLTION OF .8FFORT •

'r £L...

G..LCUL.. 'fIuH OR

.. XIOl'l'i-26 'fHOUCHT IS .. CCor~IPLISIillD BY 'l'H~rr;. F .. CSE.ILI....:S uF .PHx~lC .. L
lJ1HV~RSE, ENTITIBS on .. CTIONS •
.XIOl,.-27 T~T .. IS S .. TISFI';D ONLY .aTH 1-LmilONIGUS .C'fION on 01' l' U::Ut,i
.. OTIO:'} .1m R~J~C'l'S OR D.:i;S'l'ROYS "LCTION OR :.LO'l'ION ._,-\uV8 OR BEL 0\/ ITS
l.'vLEfLNCE B..:ND •
.. XIOM-28 '1'H8 r~JIND IS CUNCERN2D
EFFORT.
D . :a·'llnTIlJ~':
rSfI~

U.~

I'LIND IS

,HOLLY . I'l'H 'iRE .c::Si' UJ...T IlHJ OF
.i.H~

'i'i:I ";"1'._ CUfl·•.i..... ND POS'l' OF .. NY

o:::m.. l-

UFlG .. IUSMS •

.. X.lu~I.-29 'fIr::;.; B S {C ":;lmORS OF' Re.. SON .. It,~ F .. ILURE ro DU'l."
••MONS-S·l' !-ti.• r'i.8R, ENE:1.GY, SP.• CE .. ND TIME •

~lil.::lH 1 .. ~'E

.• XI0M- 30 ::UCHTNESS IS PROPER C.. LCUL.. ·i'IOH OF' ElFFvRT •
.. XI OM- 31 UWUGN:SS IS •. Lv'; .. YS 1',IS-C •• LCUL•. TIOl'T OF

~PFuRT •

.. llm/~- 32 '1'1LT •. C.N EX;::;.{T rfSSLF DIR3C'l'LY OR EXl'ZNSIOlLLLY.

Theta can direct physical application of the organisnl to
the environment or through the mind, can first calculate the
action or extend, as in language, ideas •
.

.. XImli- 33 CONCLUSIONS ... lIE DIRGC1'ED TOiiLRD 'l'&; INHIdIT10N, i-.... IN.NCB UR :.CCEL':'::R1I'IOIm OF EFFORTS •

'i':~l;

.• XIOI'I'i- 34 THE COlV~1,ON D'i;NOFviHLTOR OF uLL LIF~ OHG ... IHSMS IS MO'l'l m,J •
.. >crOfv';- 35 "!i"Ji'OH'l' UF .. ~~ ORGL,NIsro! 1'0 SURVIVE OR SUCCUlV1B IS PHYSJ.C.1..

-37l\IO'fION OF ;. LIFE (JH.G .. l'~ISi" .. 'i .. GIV3lJ LvLwl\J':C IiI {Ike THHGUGH
SP •. CE.
SP .. CE.

LJEFINI.r I 01~:

!vllJT I ON IS .. NY CH•. NGE IN ORI.c:NL.T ION IN

DEFINITION:

FORCE IS ILNDOM ::FFORT.

DI:;F INI'I' I ON:

EFFORT IS DI:rt:::CTED FORCE:.

"·.XIGill- 36 .. N ORG-.NISInS 2FFORT C__ H BE TO REALIl~ .. 1' H~ST OR P~ikiI~T
IN •. GIVEN I,lOTION.

Static state has position in tLme, but organism which is
remaining positionally in a static stute if alive, is still continuing a highly complex pattern of motion, such as the heart
beat, dieestion, ect.
The effort of organisms to survive or succumb are assisted
compelled or opposod by the efforts of other organisms, matter,
enerey, space and time.
DSFINITION:
.·.N .0PTniU'1Vi. eFFORT •

.•'l'TENTION IS

~

MOTIONvlHIGH 1iiUST Rill.i •• IN •. T

.. tGention is abberated by becoming unfixed and sweeping
at randam or becoming too fixed without sweeping.
Unknown threats to survival when sensed cause att.ention
to sweep without fixing.
Knovm threats to survival when sensed cause attention
to fix •
.• XIOM- 37

THE UL'rnVLTE GO"-.L OJ.'

L.~l\.BD •.

IS INFIlHTj, SUHVIV..·...L •

.:.XIOl\l- 38

DE..TH IS •• B..NDONl',,;;Wr BY 'rHI:!: T,[, 'JF .'. LIF:!; ORG •• NI;:>ivi liR R•. CE
OR SP.ti;CIE& :IIEn;:!; 'rlIESE CLN NO LONO';':;R SERVE TIET.;. IN ITS GO~.L OF
INFINI'rE SU:\VIV •• L •

. JeI UfiJ.- 39 THE nmJuRD OF •. h ORG... NISL 2NG •• GING UPON Stl11VIV• ..L ,.CTIVITY IS PLILSURE •
.. XIOM-40 TIL':: PElLLTY OF •. N ORG.,IHSr., F .. ILING TO 2NG.. GE UPON
SURVIV,.L •. CI'IVITY, OR l!:NG .. GIHG ON NOnSURVIV:,r. .. CTIVITY IS PaIN •
•• XIOM-4l 'l11lE CELL OR VIRUS •• RE 'Elf': PRlk.RY BUILDING BLOCKS OF
LH'E! ORG .. NISMS •

. ,XImll-1~2 l'IIZ VIRUS .. ND C.2LL .J{8 IIL.'I"l'ER ,.ND ENE.;~G Y •• NIM .. c.ri-:D HND
LO'l'IV . .'r.m IN SP.• CE •. f-1D 'l'IMB BY THETL •
.,XIOlVl-43 'l'H~'r•. MOBILIZES THE VIRUS •. ND C£::LL IN 1:"!1E COL01H:.L
.\.GGW'!;G .• TIONS TO INC ~{K.SE POTEN'l'1..L ,kv'rIGN .. 1m •. ccOr,;;PLISH EFF'OH'r •

•• XI0r.1-41.J-

'l'II;; GCJ .. L Opr VIRUS

TlIth JU(i II '1' HIE •

I

•.

NT} C.;~LLS IS SUltVIV •• L IN S11,.CE

-38•• XIOlvi-45 THE TOT..L V!IS~ION OF HIGH~R ORGaNISlvIS, VIRUS' .. HD CELLS
IS THE S.J.lViE OF THAT OF THE VIRUS .t. . ND CELL.
,l.XIOFft-46 COLONL.L uGGRI:G •. TIONS OF VIRUS' .. 1ID C~LLS C•. N BE
ILBUFD Ii ITH MORE TILT ... TILH TlhlY INH2R.8HTLY CONT •• INED.

Life energy joins any group whether a group of organism or group of cells composing an organism. Here we have personal entity, individuation, ect.
,.XION-47 EFFORT C:'.N BE ·.ACCO:.. PLISI-ED BY
CGO:::mnLTION OF ITS P:.RTS TOlI.L·. . RD GO./loLS.

L.:. .I.1BD..:. .

ONLY THROUGH THE

;.XION-48 :.N ORG.. NISr,L IS EQUIPPED TO BE GOVERNED •• ND CONTROLLED
BY A MIND.
;.XIOM.-49 THE PURPOSE OF THE 1ilnID IS TO POSE .L'.ND RESOLVE PROBLEIvlS REL;.TING TO SURVIV:.L •• 1ID TO DIRECT THE EFFORT OF THE
ORG:.NISM •• CCORDING TO THESE SOLUTIONS.
J'.XION-50 ;.LL PROBLEM.S
IONS OF EFFORT.
;.XIOM-5l
IN THlE.

:.HE

POSED :.ND Rl!:SOLVED THROUGH ESTIM .. T-

THE MIND CHN CONFUSE POSITION IN sr:.CE 'laTH POSITION
Count~r-efforts

producing action phrases.

;.XIOM-52 •• N ORG.L'.NISlVl PROC2EDING TOW:.RD SURVIV.. L IS DIRECTED BY
THE MIND OF TH... T I..:RGHHISM •. 1'ID THE :.CCor,iPLISHMENT OF SURVIV.. L
EFFORT.
;.XIOM-53 .. N ORG •. NISIII PROCEEDING TOW.·.RD SUCCUMB IS DIRECTED BY
THE MIND OF TK.T ORGHNISM IN THE J'.CCOlvlPLISHMENT OF DEll.TH.
;.XIOM-54 SURVIV •• L OF :.H ORG.·.NISM IS ..'..CCOMPLISIffiD BY THE OVEReOr,UNG OF EFFORTS OPPOSING ITS SURVIV:.L.

(Note:

Corollary for other dynamics).

DEFINITION:
DY1'LMIC IS THE!
SOLUTIONS INTO ~CTION.

~·.BILITY

TO TR.NSLJ.TE

:.XIOM~55

SURVIV1.L EFFORT FOR .".N ORGdHSI.l INCLUDES 'l'RE DYNHIV1IC
'fHRUS'f BY TIL.T ORG:~NISM FOR 'l'HE SURVIVaL OF ITSELF, ITS PROCRZ.'.TION, ITS GROUP, ITS SUB-SPECIES, ITS SPECIES, ~·.LL LIFE
ORGaNISMS, h .• TERL'.L UNIV mSE, TIm LIFE ST.. TIC ~~ND, PuSSIBLY, ..
SUpnii;~JE BEING.

(Note:

List of dynamics.)

.:.XIOl"ll- 56 TFill CYCLE OF ;.N ORG:l.NISM, J. GROUP OF ORGHNISMS OR ~.
SPECIES IS INCEPTION, GROWTH, RE-CREJ.TION, DEC .. Y ~.1m DK.TH.
;.XIOM-57 THE EFFORT OF aN ORG".NISM IS DIRECTED TOW •. RD 'THE CONTROL OF 'l'HE ENVIRONMENT FOR aLL THE DY;.NMICS •
•• XIOM-58 CON'fROL OF aN ENVIRONlV!EN'r IS HCCOMPLISH.8D BY i~{E
SllPPOH'f OF PRO-SURVIV;.L F •. CTORS .i~LOHG :.NY DYN".l\!IC.

-39~".XION-59
•• NY TYPE OF HIG18R ORG:.NISM IS ;.CCONiPLISHED BY THE
EVOLU'l'ION OF !IRUS' •• ND CELLS INTO FORkS CaP",BLE OF BETTER
EFFORTS TO CONTROL OR LIVE IN .. N ENVIRONIvi~NT.

;.XIOM-60 THE USEFULNESS OF :.N ORG .. NISM IS DETERhINED BY ITS
;.LILITY TO CONTROL THE ENVIRONIHENT OR TO SUPPORT ORG •. NISlVIS WHICH
CONTROL THE EHVIRONM2HT •
..XION-61 uN ORG:.NISM IS REJECTBD BY THI;T .• TO THE DEGR2E THaT IT
F •• ILS IN ITS GO;.LS.
;.XIOlvl-62 HIGIillR ORG,,".NISMS C.. N EXIST ONLY IN THE DEGREl!: TIL\T
THEY :.RE SUPPORTED BY THE LOWER ORG;.NISIviS •
•'.XION-63
~.LLIGHMENT

THZ USEFULNESS OF uN ORG:.NISM IS D~TERfHNj!D BY THE
OF II'S :3FFORTS TO'lL.RD SURVIV.,L.

:.XION-64 THE MIND P.cRCIEVES .• ND STORES .. LL DaTi, OF THE ENVIRONMENT :JID HLLIGNS OR Fi~LLS '1'0 aLLIGN 'TH.L;SE .• CCOHDING TO 'l'HE
THiS TH~Y \',ERE P8RCEIVED.
DEFINTrION:
.. CONCLUSImJ IS THE THl.!.:T,;'. F'.I.CSIlVIILE OF :.
GROUP OF COlVLBIN.2;D D._T;~.
DEFINI'rION:

.... DuTUM IS •• TlUT:. FuCSIlviILE OF PHYSIC;.L

;.CTI01J.
i.l.XION-65 THJ!: PROCESS OF THOUGH'r IS 'l'HE Pl~RCEPTION OF THE ?RESENT
L.ND THE COTlIP".RISON OF IT TO THE PEHCEPTIONS •. ND CONCLUSIONS OF
'THE P .• ST IN ORDER TO DIRSCT uCTION IN TH.G IMh,EDI .• 'I'S OR DISTHNT
FU'rURE.
COROLLaRY:
THE •. TTEIvlPT OF THOUGHT IS TO PERCEIVE
RE •• LITI~S OF TIlE P'.I.ST .. ND PRESENT IN ORD~R TO PR:;;DICT OR POSTUL:.TE Rj~;.LITIES OF THE FUTURE.
i.XIOM-66 THE PROCESS BY IJHICH LIFE EFFECTS ITS CONQU~ST OF THE
M.,TERL.L UNIV~RSE CONSIS1'S IN THE CONVEHSION OF THE POTm.f'rL.L
EFFORT OF tl.. 'I"I'ER •• ND E?mRGY IN SP".CE ".HD 'rHROUGH THiE TO EFFECT
·~vITH IT THE CONVi:RSION OF FUHTIlSR Ml'~TrrER .,1ID ENERGY IN SP:.CE •• ND
THROUGH 'rIME.
:.I.Xlm.1-67 THCT:. CONT •• INS ITS OWN 'rHST:. UNIV~RS:S EFFORT \iHICH
'rR..NSL•. TES INTO MEST EFFO;:{T.
LXIOM-68

THE SINGLE •• RBIT.• RY IN i.NY ORG .... NISr,l IS Tum.

:.XION-69 PHYSIC .. L UNIv~nSE P0HCEPTIONS •• 1ID .J;FFOR'rs .. RB RECEIVED
BY •• N ORG . .I.NISll ..S FORCE Vi,.'.VES, CONVSRT BY F •. csnJ.ILE INTO THET ...
... ND :.RE 'l'HUS STORED.
DEFIHI'l'IOlJ:
R_'.NDOMITY IS i.l'HE rnS-.. LLIGNr:l:i!NT THROUGH
THE IN'rT.::Rn:.L OR EXTERN:J.L EFFORTS BY OTH2R FORMS OF LIFE OR THE
lvl.....r2RL .. L UNIV:8RSE OF TIlE EFFORTS OF •• N ORG .. NISI,l, ,.ND IS IMPOSED
ON 'rIIE PHYSICi.L OHGhNISM BY COUNTER-EFFOR'rs IN 'l'RE ENVIRONMENT.
;.XIOM-70 1.NY CYCLE OF ANY LIFE ORGkNISM IS FROM ST:.TIC TO IviOTION
TO STuTIC.

-40:.XION-11 'rIm CYCLE OF R..NDONITY IS FRuL STATIC, THROUGH
OPTD.,UlVI, THROUGH RuNDI1,lITY SUFFICIl.;}.fTLY REP3TITIOUS OR SHi,IL..R
'ro CONs'rITUTE •• NO'L.GR STHTIC •
•,XIOM-72 THERE .. RE TWO SUB-DIVISIONS TO RI.NilOl\IITY:
Rl,lIDOMITY •. ND FORCE R:.NDOMITY •

DATA

..XIOM-73 'I'HE THREE DEGREES OF Ri>.~·i"DOI'ilITY CONSISTS OF MINUS
R.. NDOhiITY, OPTIMUM-R;,NDOMITY •• ND PLUS-R.",NDOIvlITY.
DEFINITION:
R:.NDOMITY IS ;. CmiPON.8NT FACTOR ;.ND ·NEC:8SS.i.RY P.,RT OF MOTION, IF Mo'rION IS TO CONTINUE •
••XIOM-74

OPTDl.iUM-R •• NDOlVlITY IS NECESSaRY ':eo LE ..RNING.

:.XIOM-75 THE IMPORThNT Fi.CTORS IN "NY aREi, OF R",NDOr.lITY .. RE
EFFORT ;,ND COUNT~R-EFFORT.

(Note:

~s

dinguished from near-perceptions of effort.)

;,XIOM-76 R~·.NDOMITY ;.r,iONGST OHG:,NISMS IS VITaL TO COnTINUOUS
SURVIV;,L OF :,LL ORG •• NISMS.
:,XIOM-77 THET.:• .:3FFECTS 'l'UE ORG~,NISI\i, OTHE!:R ORG •• NISlViS ."ND THE
P'HY3IC"",L UNIV~I;RSE BYTR.• NSL .• TING THETJ. F •• CSIMILES INTO PHYSIC~·.L
EFFORTS OR R.,NDmGTY OF EFFORTS.
DEFINITION:
THE DBGR3E OF R:.NDO~,IlITY IS ME.,_SURED BY THE
OF I:!:FFORT V~CTORS wrrHIN 'l'IG ORG:.NISIvl, .",MONGST ORGaNISMS, :.MONGST R:.CES OR SPgCI~S OF ORG .• NIS~;iS OR BETiIEEN ORG •• NISMS
.. ND THE PHYSIC ... L UNIV2RSE.
R..NDOI~:lmSS

;,XIOM-7B R•• NDOMITY BECOMES INTENSE IN INDIRECT H..TIC TO THE
TnI'm IN ~,HICH IT TaKES PL•. CE, MODIFIED BY THE TOT."L EFFORT IN
THE ;,REA •
.l·~XIOM-79

INITIaL R;.NDOMITY C;.N BZ R:!:INFOR(;ED BY Rl·.NDOMI'l'IES
OF GRE •• 'l'BR OR LESSER Ml'..GNITlJ"'DE.

;.XIOM-Bo :.RE..S OF R:.NDOMITY EXIST IN ClL.INS OF SIMIL.RITY
PLOTTED HG.-.INS'r TIME.
THIS C,.N BE 'l'RUE OF WORDS .. ND ~.CTIONS
CONTaINbD IN R•• NDm;lI'rI~S.
E:~CH MaY H..VB ITS OWN CHi,IN PLO'TTED
.. G•• INS T TIME.
:.XIOM-Bl

SaNITY C ONSIS'l'S OF OPT IIvlUI.'l R..NDOfvlI'l'Y.

",XIOM-82 ;.B!3ER.. TION CONSISTS TO THE D-=::URSE TILT PLUS OR NLINUS
R:.NDOMITY .eXISTS IN 'rHE ENVIRONIII3N'r OR P,.ST D•.'r:. OF HN ORG:iN.;t.
ISM, GROUP OR SPECL~S LODIFIED BY TIm ENDOWED SELF-DErrERMINISM
OF TH:.'l' ORG .. NIS~, GROUP OR SPii;CI:8S.
;.XIOM-t33 THE SJ.!:LF-DJ1:'rrmMINISM OF i.N ORGANISM IS DETERN1IN.8D BY
ITS THE'r.i. ENDOWMENT, . r,lODIFIED BY MINUS OR PLUS R:.1lDOMITY IN ITS
:'::NVIRONM2N'f OR rrs EXIS'l'ENCE.
AKIOM-B4 TILE SELF-DETERIviINISM OF :.N ORG•• NISM IS INCREI"SED BY
OPTIMUM R:.NDOMITY OF COUNT.ti:R-EFFORTS.
;.XIOM-85

THE S~LI<'-D2TEm/iINISM OF uN OHG.dJISl'v. IS REDDC,',D ~y PLITS

~l-

OR [HINUS R•• l'WOlV,ITY OF COUNTER-BFFORTS IN THE ENVIR:ON~.LmT.
: .. XIOM-86 Rd,mm!lITY CONT.i".INS BOTH fHS R.NDDlhN30S OF ZFFORTS I.ND
'l'lIE VOLTJ~18 OF EFFORTS.
(Note: i.N HRE:_ OF R;.ND01lTTH C~.N ILVE ~'. GRK.'l' DE;l.L OF
CONF'USION BUT ~JITHOUT VOLUME OF ENERGY, THZ CONIt'USION ITSELF
IS NEGLIGIBLE •
••XIOM-87 'l'IJI..T COUNTim EFFORT IS MOST :_CCEPT•• BLE TO :.N ORG •• NISM
~~HICH 1IitOST CLOSELY ;'.. pPK.nS TO i.SSIST I'rS :.CCGr,1PLISHM3HT OF ITS
GOLL.
; .. XImI-88 .·.N .·.;tEL, OF SEVERE PLUS OR 1iINUS R•• NDOMITY CaN OCCLUDE
DHT:~ ON .:.NY OF THE SUBJECTS OF T!-L.T PLUS OR IILINUS RHNDGr.:ITY
"vHICH TOOK PL-.CC IN
PRIOR rl'IME.
H

(Note: Shut off mHehanisms of earlier lives, perceptics, specific incidents ect.)
.. XIOM-89 RESTH.UL ... TION OF PLUS, MINUS OR OPTH'lUM R:.NDOMITY C•• N
PRODUCB INC3E;_SED PLUS, MINUS OR OP'rn.iOM R.NDOVilI'rY RESPECTIVELY
IN 'rIlB ORG.,NISM.
AXIOM-90 ;.N ....REi... OF R..NDoraTY C_.N i.SSurv'lE SUFFICIENT rvV.GNITUDE
SO .:.3 'ro i.PPEi·.R TO THE ORG.:'.NISM .1S P ... IN, .. Cc.;ORDING TO ITS GO•. LS •
.. XIOMof-9l P:.ST R.. NDor~lITY C.. N HiPOSE ITSELF UPONrIR PRESENT
orW •. NISM •• S THET;. F;.CSIrvIILIES.
:.XIOM-92 'rHS ENGR.J\l IS .:. SEVERE :,RE;. OF PLUS OR MINUS Ri'.NDor.iITY
OF SUFFICIENT VOLUME TO C•• USE UNCONSCI'OUSNESS.
:.XIOM-93 UNCONSCIOUSNG'::'S IS ;'.1'; .:.l;/~CESS OF R•• N'DOlvlITY IMPOSiD BY:.
COUNTER-EFFORT OF SUFFICI2NT FonCE TO CLOUD THE •.W:.RENl!:SS "ND
DIRECT FUNCTION OF THE ORG ...NISM THRuUGH THE MIND I S CONTROL
CENTER.
:.XIOM-94 HNY COUNTER-ZFFORT~IHICII r~IS-HLIGNS THE ORG •• NISM 'S
COMIvl:.ND OF I1'SELF OR ITS ENVIRONMENT ESThBLISHZS PLUS OR I~lINUS
iL.NDOlvlITY OR, IF OF SUFFICIENT rvi:.GNITUDE IS ;.N ENGR;.M.
~'.XIOM-95

P .. ST ENGR,J.~S ••RE RESTIIVIUL•. T'::D BY THE CONTROL CEN'rER fS
PERC EP'r I ON OF C IRCUfviST._NCES S IMIL•. R TO TH:.. T ENGR,·.l\1 IN THE PRESENT ENVIROMENT.
;l.XIOM-96 .t.N ENGR"f\l IS ~'. THET;. F .. CSlvlILIE OF •. TOMS •• ND IliOLECTIV~S IN fhIS-:.LIGNMENT.
_.XIOM- 97 ENGR.Jv'IS FIX EMOTIOILL RESPONSJ!: HS THll.T EMo'rION•. L iiliSPONS.8 OF THE ORG:.NISM DURING TIm RECEIPT OF TILl: COUNTER-EFFORT.
;l.XIOfi[-98 FTIEE EMOT IONLL RESPONSE DEJ.-'ENDS ON OPTII.JThI R;.NDor.nTY.
IT D:CP8NDS UPON .. B'3lI:IWE OF on NON-RESTHlUL•. TION OF ENGR •.I'1IS •
•-XIOM-99
:.XIOM-100

TIill'r.!l F .. CSIMILES C.. N

r·mCOI~:BINS

INTO NEll SYI'jiBOLS.

L;.iJGU._GE IS 'rHE SYTilBOLIZHTION OF EFFORT.

-42... XIOM-IOI L:.NGUi.G8 DEPENDS FOR ITS FORCE UPON THE FORCE \iHICH
•. CCOMPi·.NIlm ITS DEFINITION.

(Note:

Counter-Effort, not language, is abberative)

;..xI0!v1-102 THE :SUVIRONIv'iENT C.• N OCCLUDE THE CENTR;.L CONTROL OF
::.NY ORG:1NISM •. ND :.SS UiVIE COl\ITROL OF THS MOTOR CONTROLS OF- 'r H;.T
ORG •• NISM.
(Engram, Restimula ti on, locks, hypnot ism. )
;.XIOM-I03 IN'I'ELLIGEHCE DEPENDS ON TIm ~'\BILI'TY TO SEL:0CT ALIGNED
OR MIS-HLIGN~D D•.'I':. FROM :.N ~'~RI~;l. OF R,.NDOMITY 1,~JD SO DISCOVER :.
SOLUT ION TO m.muc~ .. LL Ri.liJDJilMI'l'Y IN TlL'.T l'.REA •
..XIOM-I04 PEHSIST;~NCE OBT.·.INS IN 'l'ES ~·.BILITY OF 'THE MIND TO PUT
SOLUTIONS INTO PHYSrr. .. L ,'.C'rION 'l'OWLRD THE RE1·.LIZ .• TION OF GOALS.
J.XIOM-I05 :.N UNKHO\JN D.. TUM CHN PRODUCE D .. TE PLUS OR MINUS
Rl.NDGrilI'ry.
1·l.XIOM-I06
THE INTRODUCTION OF ;.N i.RBITiLRY FACTOR on FORCE \JITHOUT RECOUnSE 'I'O Nl',,'I'UHAL L:.WS OF THE BODY OR 'rIlE •• RE.. INTO WHICH
THE ••RBI'r;LRY IS IN'l'RODUC'1:D BEINGS 1.BOU'f PLUS on IV1INUS RHNDOI.'l1TY.
_.XIOM-I07 Dl.TH PLUS OR MINUS R.NnOIvlI'rY DEPENDS FOR ITS CONFUSION
ON FORMER PLUS OR l\GNUS R.• NDOMI'fY OR ".BSENT DAT ..;'.
':'XIOM-Io8 E:B'FOTITS WHICH ~.RE INHIBITED OTI COlV1PELLED BY EXTERIOR
8F'FOH'l'S i.:;.B'}';~c'r :. PLUS OR MINUS n;.tmmlI'l'Y OF EFlj10RTS.
::..XIOIvI-I09 BEfL,VIOR IS MODIl<'IED BY COUN'l'Lm-EFFORTS ~vHICH H.L'VE
HiPINGED ON THE OHG .. NISM.
:.XIOM-IIO THE COlhPONENT p",R'rs OF THETI. ~.RE AFFINITY"l"n!:l.LITY
.i.ND COlI'ilfiUNIC •. TION.
AXIOM-Ill SELF-DETBTIl'viINISH CONSIS"1'S OF Mli.XIM.. L •• FFINI'rY,
RE;.LITY .• ND COMh1UNIC •• TION.
:.XIOM-112

~.FFINI'I'Y

IS 'I'UE COlf~SION OF TI-IET:••

~ffinity manifests itself as the recognition of
similarity of efforts and goals amongst organisms by those
organisms.

;.Xlm.'i-113 nILLITY IS THE L'-GREEIViEN'l' UPON PSRCEPTIONS HIID DHTA
IN THE PHYSIC1~L UNIVERSE.

:,ll that we can be sure is real is that on which we
have agreed is real. :'.Lgreement is the essence of rGali ty.
;.XIOM-IIl~

COlV;I';J.UNIC .. TIGN IS I'fill IN'I'ERCILNGE OF PERCEPTION
THROUGH 'l'HE l'JLT~RL.L UNIVGRSE BET·u·;~EN ORG.·.l'HSMS OR THE PERCEPTION OF THE ~Jil' TERL.L UNIVERSE BY SENSE CIL.NNELS.

;,XIOM-115

SELF-DETERMINISM IS 'l'HE THET:. CONTROL OF THE ORG .. NIShi.

1l.XIOM-116 ;i. SELF DETERJlilINED EFFORT IS TILT COUNTER-EFFOHT ~;HICH
fL.S BEEN RECEIVED INTO THE ORG:.NISM IN 'I'flE PuST .·.ND INTSGRHrrED
INTO THE OHG .. NIS~/i'S FOR ITS CONSCIOUS USE.

-43i~XIONi-117

THE COMPON2N'rS OF SELF-D';;;TBRI.lINISM ..RE HFFINITY,
COMlVlUNIC".TION uND RE..LITY.

Self determinism is manifested along each dynamic •
...xIOM-1l8 .:"N ORG.....IHSld ChNHOT BECOME :.BBBR.TZD UNLESS IT R:,.S
AG~mED UPGN·'I'1L.T ,,,BBER.:.TION, ILS B2EN IN COMM1JNIC;.TION WITH A
SOURCEOF' ":"BBEW,T.lON. i....i'ID Hl>.S lL',D ~·1.FFINITY FOR TID l . .BBER ...T.OR •
.L·.x.rOM-119 AGREEMENT VIITH ,~.. NY COURCE CONTlli·l. OR PRO SURVIVHL
POSTUL... .. TES ~ NE\'~' RE.....L.ITY FOR TIm 03.G':.NISM.
b.XIOM-120 lJON·,S·UrNIV..~-~SES,~. THOUGHTS- ~l.ND ",""CTIONS REQUIRE
NON-OPTThTIJM 'EFFORT.
;,.xIONt-l2J.. .EVERY "T1fOU,1HT·H';"S-.BT<;EN "PRECEDED- BY"l'RYSIC.:.L "':"CTION.
AXIOM-12a
THE-.MIND DOES WITH THOUG:HT'.c:WS· .IT I-li..S DONE \HTH
ENTITIES IN""rRE PHYS.IC~ ·UNIVEHSE.
;"'XI..OM~.12.3· i..LL. EERORT cmrcERNED-·vJTTlfT..:"..llr. IS 'CONCETINED-rrrrn LOSS.

Organisms hold pain·and -engrams to them as a l.atent.
effort-Or' prevent loss of some portion of the -arganism.
:...l1 . .1038· is··a loss of motion.
,;.JQOM-l24 THE ;J;IOUNT OF COUN'I'I:R-EFli10RT'l'RE ORG;..1HSM· C..JiT"·OilERCOM:::; IS PROFOHTION;.L TO THE TI8T:. ENDmml\iENT OF THE ORGuNISM,
MODIFIED BY THE PHYSIQUE OF THaT ORG; .. NISM.
~-:"XIOM-125

ZXCESSIVE COUNTER-EF\FO~lT TO THE EFFORT"-OF
ORG:"NISM PRODUCES UNCONCIOUSNESS.

r.

"LIFE

COROLL.. RY:
UNCONCIOUS1TESS GIVES THE SUpprills.ION···QE_.......N
OHG,_NISlVl.l S C.ON'ffiOL CEN'l'Io,'R BY C OUNT~R -Eli'FOR T.
DEFINITION:
THE CONTROL C~NT.~R OF TIm Or\G;~NISr\~ C_~- BE
D2FIN2D ... S'TR::!; CONT;.CT ponn B8T~V.::iliN l'I1ET:.... ,ND TlW PHYSIC ••L
UNIVERSE "lID IS TH".T CSNTER v;HICH IS "·,,\L.rtE OF BEING ,.vJ..RE __ ND
v'ilIICH ILS CILRGE OF ;.ND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ORG".NISM ;_LONG
".LL ITS DYN..JHCS.
;,.xIOM-126
PERCEPTIONS ;.RE "·.LV~~.YS RECEIVED IH l'BE CONTROL. C:8NTER
OF /.N ORG, J>IISlVI -~!}ffi'rHER THE C ON'l'ROL CENTER IS IN CONTROL OF THE
ORG~.NISl\l .-.or TH]; 'rIlVill OR NOT.

Thts is an explanation for the assumption of valences.
:.XIOM-127 :.LL PL!:RCEPTIONS RK.CIIING Trill ORG"'"NISM I S SENSE
CHaNNELS :_TIE RECOHDED .. lID STOnED BY 'fHETL F ... CSIMILE.
DEFINITI0N:
P:!:HCEPTION IS THE PROGR~;:SS OF' lillCORDING
DuT ..·,. FROM 'l'lIE .PHYSIC~ .. L UNIVl;;[{SE :.1'ID STORING IT ;.S ;~ THET~\
Fll.CSIMILE.
l'l~'IWEP'rI ONS

DEFINITI6N:
•

HEC .. L,T. IS TID --pn.Oc.J,SS 0F REG........LNTIva-

-44:.NY ORG':,N1Sl':I C... N R:2C;.LL EV2RYTHING ~vHICH IT HAS

':,XICJ!Vi-128
p"i:nC;:aVl~D

•

.".N

0l1Gi.NISlil DISPL;.CED BY PLUS OR lViTNUS ;(.l ... NDOMITY IS
.:.XIOM-129
THER8:.FTEH RETliONE FROU l'RE PERCEPTION RECORDING CENTZR.

Increased remoteness brings about occlusions of
percoptions. One can perceive things in present time and the~,
because they arc being recorded after they passed theta perception of the awareness unit, they are recorded and cannot be
recalled.
:.XIOl\I-130 THET.i. F •• CSIMILBS OF CO"tNTEH-EFFORT ':. . RE l~LL TH:.T
INTERPOSE B;~Tv;.sEN THE CONThoL CENTBR ':.ND ITS REC ..... LLS.
AXIOM-13l ;.NY COUNT8R-EFFOHT RECEIVjED INTO .i:" CONTROL CENTi;R IS
:.L·~L~YS ,1·... CCOMP.:. . NIED BY :.LL PERCEP1'ICS.
AXIOM-132 THE R:.NDOM COUNTSn-EFFOHTS TO ".N ORG .... NISIvl ;.ND THE
INTERl.iIHGL.8D PERCEPTIONS IN 'rHE H;.NDOMITY C..... N RE-EXEHT TH... T FORCE
UPON 1.N ORG;~NISM WHEN RESTIl\illLA TED.
DEFINI'rION:
RES'rIMUL ..:.TION IS THE RE;.CTIV.Ll.TION OF ;~
P;.ST COUN'rER-EFFOHT BY,,'. PEf.R;.NCE IN THE OHG:dHSM'S ENVIROMENT
OF ;. SIMIL,.•RITY TOlLRD TIm CON.T~N~ OF THE P;.ST n:.NDOMI1'Y i.RE ..'.. •
..~XIOM-133 SELF-DETERMINISM .:. . LONE BRINGS :.BOUT THE MECIL.. NISH OF
RESTIMUL:.TI ON.
;.XIOlvI-134 ~'. HE •• CrrIV.i.'rED ;,REi:" OF THE Pi·.ST n;,NDOfIiITY H/IPINGES THE
EFFO:1l', •• ND THE PEHCEPTIONS upon THE ORG:.NISM.
:.XIOM-135 :.CTIV.·.TION OF 1. R:.lmOfoiJITY ;.l1K. IS :.CCOMPLISHED PIRST
BY 1'HE PETICEPTIONS, THEN BY 'fEE P;.IN, !t'IN•• LLY BY THE EFFORT.
~·J.XIOM-136
THE MIND IS PL,·.STICL·,LLY C:l.PABLE OF RECORDING ,,'...LL
EFFOHTS ... ND COUlirrrBREFFORTS.

;.XIOM-137 1. COUNTER~FFORT :.CCm.1P".NI~D BY SUFFICIENT (ZNRi.NDOM.ED) FORCE IMPHBSSES THE F;.CSIMILE OF THE COUNTEREFFORT PERSON.:iLITY INTO l'HE MIND OF aN ORG •• NISM.
;i,XIOM-138 ..'...BBEn.:.TION IS TH:2 DEGREE OF RESIDU./.L PLUS OR I\GNUS
R.i·.NDOMITY ,·.CCUMULL.TED BY COIViPELLING, INHIBITING, OR U1T\;V;.RRENTED
..\SSISTING OF EFFORTS ON THE Pi.RT OF OTHER ORG:.NISMS OR THE
PHYSIC ••L (M •• TERL.L) UNIVERSE •

.:.bberation is caused by what is done to the individual, not v~hat the individual docs, plus his self-doterminism about
what has been done to him.
:.XIOM-139 ;.BBER.·.T.0D BEH:.VIOR CONSISTS OF DES'rRUCTIVE EFFORT
TO'iLRD PROSURVIV;.L D••rI'E OR ENTITIl!:S ON ..'.NY DYNi·.N,IC, OR EFFORT
TOW:.I\D THE SURVIV;.L OF COUNTR~·.-SURVIVHL D~_ T"l. OR ENTITIES FOR •. NY
DYN.JnC.
:,XIOM-140
V•. L8NCE IS L",. F .. CSnULE PERSON ... LITY M;.DE Cl,-P;.BLE OF
FORCE BY THE COUNT.8H-EFFORT OF THE liiOMEN'r on RECEIPT INTO THE

-45Rl'.NDOMITY PLUS OR MINUS OF UNCONCIOUSNESS.

Valences are assistive, compulsive or inhibitive
to the organism.
:. CONTROL CENT;:!;n IS NOT :. V.• LENCE.
;.XIOM-141 1. CONTROL CENTER EFFORT IS ,,',LIGNED TOW;.R.D :. GO;..r.
TIffiOUGH EEFINITE SPaCE ;.S A RECOGNIZED INCIDENT IN TIlVlE.
J.XIOM-142 llN ORG..:.NISM
DSTERNiINED.

is-

riS lillJ.LTHY:JID S,,'.. NE :I.S IT IS SELF-

The environmental control of the organism motorcontrols inhibits the organism's to change with the changingenvironment, since the organism wil~ attempt to carry forward
with one set of responses when it needs by self-determinism to
create another to survive in annther environment.
,'. . XIOM-143

,'.LL LE,.RNING IS- :.CCOMPLISHED BY R.iNDOM EFFORT.,

uXIOlv.tl44 i. COUNTER-EFFORT PRODUCING SUFFICIENT PLUS OR MINUS
R.·.. NDOlYiITY 'ro RECORD IS RECORDED'VIiITH AN INDEX OF SP;.CE
TIME
l'S HIDDEN ~'.S THE RlJ\L.INDER OF ITS C01TTENT.

".ND

,:.XIOM-lLJ-5 :. COUNTER-EFFORT PRODUCING SUFFICIENT' PLUS OR MINUS
R,,'.lJDDrHTY 'iJHEN :.CTIV"TED BY RESTIMULi.TION EXERTS ITSELF "Gl.INST
THE ENVIROJ:.1vIENT OR THE ORG.'.NISivl WITHOUT REG .... RD TO ,.s.P:.CE l.ND
TIME, EXCEPT REi:.CTIV':.TING PERCEPTIONS.
~'.XIOM-146

COUNTER-EFFORTS ;.RE DIRECTED OUT -FROm THE ORG;.NISM
UNTIL THEY :.TIE FURTHER ENR"NDOlVLED BY 'r:I-IZ ENVIRON .... T WHICH TIME
'rHEY AGl.IN ACTIVATE AGAINST THE CONTROL CENTER.

;.XIOM-147 ;.N ORG:.NISM'S MIlID"EMPLOYES COUNTER-EFFORTS EFFECTIVELY ONLY SO LONG :.S INSUFFICENT PLUS OR MINUS R;.NDOMITY EXISTS
TO HIDE DIFFETIEHTL~T.rON OF THE F ... ~CS.IMIL.GS CRE..: ..TED.
:.XIOM-148 PHYSICLL L:. .WS i.RE LEi1RNED BY LIFE EWJ:RG Y ONLY BY IMPINGMENT OF THE PHYSIC;i.L UNIVERSE PRODUCING R.:.NDOMITY, ;.lID i~
WrrHDRL-,WL.L FROM TII:.T IMPINGMENT.
:.XIOM-149 LIFE DEPENDS UPON :.N ;.LIGNMENT OF FORCE VECTORS IN
THE BIHECTION OF SURVIV:l.L ,:.ND THE NULLIFIC.',.TION OF FORCE VECTORS
IN THE EIRECTION OF SUCCUMB IN ORD,~R TO SURVIVE.
COROLLHRY:
LIFE DEPEIIDS UPON HN HLIGNM~NT OF FORCE
VECTORS IN THE DIRECTION OF SUCCUIviB ".ND THE NULLIFICHTION OF
FOnCE VECTORS IN THE DIRECTION OF SURVIVE IN ORDER TO SUCC1JMB.
;tXIOM-150 :.NY ;;:REL'l OF R"'.NDOrvIITY G,:.THERS TO IT SITUi.TIONS SIMILAR
TO IT ViHICH DO NOT CONT:~IN .. CTU;I.L EFFORTS BUT ONLY PERCEPTION.
:.XIOM-151 I'IHE1'HER /.N OrtGf,NISNi R".S THE GO;.L OF SURVIVING OR
SUCCm,tBING DEPENDS UPON THE .{trJOUNT PLUS OR MINUS Rl~lIDOMITY OF IT
IL".S REl,CTIVi,TED.
(NOT RESIDUi.L)
;,XIOM-152

SUi:tvIV:.L IS l.CC OIf.PLISF.ED ONLY BY MOTION.

-46IN THE PHYSIC,.LUNIV~I\SE 'fru ,J3SmWE OF MOTION IS

f>.XIOM-153
Vl~NISHMENT

•

;l.XIOlVI-154 DE':.TH IS 'l'RE E(UIV;.LENT TO LIFE OF TOT;.L L .• CK OF
LIFE MOTIV;.1'lm MOTION.
:.XIOM-155 :.CruUISITION Of{ PRO-SURVIV;.L MaTTER ~·.lm ENERGY OR
OHG;.NISMS IN SP;l.CE :.rm TIriiE fl:;];l".NS IHCREl_SED MOTION.
AXIOM-156 LOSS OF PRO-SURVIV':.L M... TTER ".. ND ENERGY OR ORG.".NISlV1S
IN SP~l.CE •. tID TIME ME •• NS DECrtK·l.S.3D MOTION.
;-XIOM-157 ; .. CQUISITION OR PROMIMITY OF Iv~•• TTER, ENEHGY OR ORGl·1N....
ISMS WHICH :.SSIST THE SURVIV"L OF :.N OaG.~NISIIl INCRE'~loSE THE SURVIV:.L POTENTL.LS OF ; .. N ORGi".NISM.
i.XImh-158 ":.CQUISITION OR PROXIMITY OF M•. TTER, EN.snGY Of{ ORG.\.NISMS WHICH INHIBIT THE SUTIVIV.-.L OF ;.N ORGl.NISM DECRE.Lj,SE ITS
SunVIV':.L POTENTL\L.
iiXIONl-159 Gl".IN OF SURVIV;loL ENERGY,
THB FREEDOrvi OF :loN ORGLNISM.

ru. .... T~R

OR ORG:.NISIl'iS INCl~K.SE

LXIOM-160 RBCEIP'r on PROXIMITY OF NON-SURVIV.. L ENERGY .. M:.TTER
on TIIviE DECHJ~;.SE THE }i'HEEDOM OF Mo'rION OF ,L".N ORG..... NISM.

AXIOfvi-16l THE CONTHOL CENT8R ;.TTEMPTS THE Hi.LTING OR LENGTHENING OF TIME, THE EXP•• NSION OR CON'I'R,.CTION OF SP~'.CE ;l.ND THE DECI1EaSE OR INCRE,·.SE OF ENERGY .".ND M:.TTER.

This is a primary source of invalidation, and it is
also a primary sourco of abberation.
i'.XIOM-162 P;.IN IS 'l'HE K.LK OF EFFOHT BY COUNTER-EFFORT IN
GREi.T INTENSITY, vH-IE'rHl~R TH:.T EFFOnT IS TO REM;.IN uT REST OR IN
MOTION.
1~XIOM-163

,PEHCEPTION INCLUDING P;.IN, Cl.N BE i:XIL'.USrrED FROM HN
OF PLUS OR MINUS Rii.NDOMI'fY S'rILL LE..VING THE EFFORT aND
COUNTETI-EFFOaT OF TH:.T PLUS OR MINUS n.I.I~DOMITY.

;.R2i~

: ..XIOM-164 THE RLTION:.LITY OF THE MIND DEPENDS UPON ~·.N OPTIMillJ!
~1G .. CTION TO'vLI1D TIME.
DEFINITION:

S, .. NITY, THE COMPUTl.TION OF FUTURES.

DBFINITION:

NEUROTIC, THE COMPUT•• TION OF PRESENT

DEFINITION:

PHYCHOTIC, COMPUT;.TION ONLY OF P.. S1'

TDfJE ONLY.
SrrU•• TIONS.
;I.XIOI,l-165

SURVIV•• L PEHT1.INS ONLY TO TIm FUTURE.
conOLL,.RY:

SUCCUMB PEiiT:.INS ONLY TO THE PRESENT

..:".ND P.'...ST.
;.XIOM-166 :.N INDIVIDU:.. L IS :.S ILPPY :.S HE C•. N PERCEIVE SLTHVIV,',T,
POTEN'rL.LS IN THE FUTURE.

-47.... XIOM-167 _'.S THE N.GEDS. OF •• NY ORG ... NIS!,1 ..HE MET IT iHSSS HIGHER
.. ND HIGIL~~ IN ITS EFFORTS .,.LONG THE DYN.JvUCS.
i.n organism which achieves :JlC wi th itself can
better achieve ;.RC with sex in the future.;, having achieved this
it can achieve '-.RC with groups; having achieved this, it can
achieve ~RC with mankind, act.

AXIOM-168 i'.FFINITY, REi.LITY ;.ND COMMUNIC;,.TION CO-EXIST' IN ;l.N
EXTHI(; ... BLE REL.L·~TI ONSHIP.

The co-existent relationship between affinity, reality and communication is such that none can be incrDus~d without
increasing the other two and none can be decreased without decreasing the othGr two •
.. XI OlIil-169 l'l.NY .".ESTIillTIC PRODUCT IS A SYMBOLIC F •• CSIMILE OR
COMBINATION OF FfloCSIMILES OF THETA OR PHYSIC .. L UNIV.l!:ltS2S IN
V....RIED :a;.NDOIviITIES f.ND VOLUMES OF Hi.NDOMI'l'IES \iI'rH THE INTERPL •• Y OF TONES.
;~XIOM-170

l.N .'.ESTHEfrIC PRODUCT IS .AN INTEHPHE'rICN OF THE
UNIVERSES BY f.N INDIVIDUi'.L on GnOUp MIND.

~'loXIOM-171

DELUSION IS THE POSTUL;.TION BY THE IM;.GIN;.TION OF
OCCUIL.NCES IN ;.ilK.S OF PLUS OR MINUS R:.NDOMITY •

•• XIOM-172 DIm"'.MS ".RE THE Il\LGnL.TIVE RECONSTHUCTION OF :.HE..S
OF ~L'.NDOMITY on THE nE-SYI~mOLIc •• TION OF THE EFFOHTS OF THET.'. •
••XIOM-173 ;, MOTION IS Cll~;.TED BY THE Dj~GnE!,i; OF OPUiUM R;.NDOMITY INTRODUCED BY rrHE COUN1'EH-EFFORT TO :loN ORG ..'.NISl\Ti'S I:FFOl1T.
I.XIOlVi-174 MEST ,dHICH Hi'.S BEEN MOBILIZED BY LIFE FOTIMS, IS IN
MOHE ;.FFINITY ~JITH LIFE ORG:.NISMS TH.".N NON-MOBILIZED MEST.
i,XIOM-175 I.LL P;.ST PE;WEPTION, CONCLUSION "ND EXISTENCE
MOlv,ENTS, INCLUDING THOSE OF PLUS OR MIlIUS R;.NDor~iITY, .lo;:m
oV.L~n •• BLZ TO THE CONTROL CENT~R OF THE OTIGhNISM.

n~c

f;.XIOM-176 '1'lm :.BILITY TO PRODUCE sunVIV:.L EFFOl1T ON THE P;.RT OF
;'.N OTIGiloNISM IS :.FFECTED BY THE DEGREES OF R•• NDOI,;ITY EXISTING IN
ITS P:.ST.

This includes learning.
1.XIOlVi-177 .',.R~LS OF Pf.ST PLUS OR MINUS fLNDOIViITY C•• N BE RE,:.DD1-mSSED BY THE CONTROL C2NTgR OF .'.N ORG:...·iISM :.J.'iID THE PLUS OR
MINUS ILNDOlVlITY EXHi.USTBD.
; ..XIOM-178 THE EXH,c'.USTION OF P;'.ST PLUS OR MINUS H:.NDOlV.ITI~S
PEHII'IITS THE CONTROL CENTER OF ".N ORGHNISM TO EFFECT ITS O\'IN
EFFOl1TS TOVj;.RD SURVIV•• L GO:.LS.
l'.XIOM-179 THE :2XfLUSTION OF SELF-DC:TERMINED ~FFOR'r FROM ;, p:.s'r
aREf. OF PLUS OR MINUS R:.NDOMITY NUFFIFIES THE :FFEc'rIVElmSS OF
TIL:. T :.REil..
:loXImJI-180

p"'.n~ IS THE ;LNDOMI'rY PRODUCED BY SUDDEN OR STUOlm

-48CUUNT3I1 2FFOnTS •
.:.XIOM-1Bl

PLIN IS STORED ;~S PLUS OR MINUS Ri.NDOI,.ITY.

;.XIOlvl-1B2 P~.IN, .•S :.N :.R.2:. OF PLUS on I~.INUS R:~lIDOMITY, CaN
RZ-:IHFLICT IT3ELF UPON TIE ORG:.HISM.
~·.xIOM-183
P....ST P.:.IN BECOM:CS IW-~FFECTIVE UPON THe ORG... NISM
WHEN THE n:.NDOEITY OF ITS .:..nEl. IS ..·..DDRESS~D ;~ND ,,\.LIGNED III

:..xIOM-l'84 TIill EIlRLIER TH:!: ~'.Im:. OF PLUS OR MINUS Ri.ND~MITY,
THE GRE:.T:CR SELF-PRODUCED .8FFORT EXISTED TO REPELL IT.
L.XIQIlft-185
nE-:.LIGN~D

L... TER :.RK·.S OF PLUS OR IvUNUS R... NDOlViITY Cl.NNOT BE
E:..SILY UNTIL E:.RLI3R ;illE~·.S ...RE REi.LIGNED.

~~XIOM-186

,,·..RI!: ...S OF PLUS OR ~,iINUS R:.NDJJMITY BiC ON!!!: INCrtE ...SED
IN •• CTIVITY \'IHEN PERCEPTIONS OF SIMIL.•RITY :.RE INTRODUCED INTO
THEM.

AXIOM-187 Pll.ST A~E:..S OF :PLUS on MINUS R.... 1JDOllhI'rY CuN BE REDUC~D :.lID •• LIGNED BY : ..DDRESS TO THEM IN PHESENT TIME.
AXI Drvi-l 8G ABSOLUT~ GOOD :.ND ABEOLUT~ ZVIL DO NOT EXIST IN THE
MEST UlUVJRSE.
;~XIOM-189

TILT dHICH IS GOOD FOR : .. N ORG... NISM IvL.Y BE DEFIN~D
"H ICE PHQI,IOTES TI-ill SunVIV.'.L OF TH:~T ORG:.. NISM.
COROLLi.RY:
EVIL l.L.Y BE D~FIUED ,,:.S TI-1'.T WHICH INHIBITS OR BRINGS PLUS on l\ilNUS R,,'.NDOI,IITY INTO THE OnG.(~NISM,
WHICH IS CONTIL.RY TO TID: SUilVIV:.. L EOTIVIi:S OF THE OTIG •• NISVI.
:.S

TII:~T

AXIOM-190 H:.ppnr~ss CONSISTS IN eru=: :.CT OF BIUNGING :.LIGNMENT INTO HI:'HERTO TI~SISTING PLUS on MEWS TIL lID OIviI TY • THE . .~CT
on :.CTtON OY :.TTl .. INING sunVIv:.L, NOR TIill :.CCor,.PLISI-IlVlEHT OF THIS
i.CT Ir.L'SELF, BRINGS ;.BOUT H:.PPlNESS.
i.XIOTH-191

COliTRuc'rION IS •• If £".LIGJJT,IENT OF DATA.
COHOLL:.ny:
DES'l'nUCTION IS ;1. PLUS OR MINUS R,".NDOlvlITY

The effort of contruction is the alignment toward
the survival of the aligning organism.
,Destruction is the effort of bringing in randomity
into area.
:.xIOTl:-192 OPTnmr.i SunVIV:.L BEIL:"'VIOR COI;-SnrTS OF EFFORT IN THE
IflAXHlUE SU:1VIV;.L INT:.:.;nBST IN Ev;.;:n?rHING COnCERNED IN THE
DYNLMICS •
.i""XIOM-193 THE OPTIMUIv! sunVIVI.L SOLUTION OF :.NY PROBLEM WOULD
CONSIST OF TH2 HIGICST :.TT~".n~:.BLE SURvrv:.L FOR EVERY DYN:.rGC
CONCEmmD.
11.XIOM-194 THE nORTH OF :.NY ORG.i.NISM CONSISTS OF TTS VJ~LUE TO
TIF~ SUlNIV;.L OF ITS OWN THETA. ALONG iI-NY DYNl.MIC.

J. ("\

,,;- I

A SUMMiffiY OF

~\DHDE1:11PBROEBDBlE. ~

ACT ONE - Auditor rehabilitates any l~ok of real desire to give preclear
complete;: ownership of preclear. POSTULATES, FULL RESPONSIBILITY.
ACT TWO - Auditor establishes prt:!clenris confusions C!.bout auditor identity.
MIrUCRY, ARC, MIS-.t~SSOCIATIONS BY PRECLEAR, POSTULATES.
ACT TlrnEE - Auditor rehabilitates preclear's confusions about present
time fa~similos and actualities. ARC, VALIDATION r~ST, POSTULATES.
ACT FOUR - Accessibility of preclear vYith precle!:or.
FUTURE. GOALS. TRUST-DISTRUST. POSTULATES.
ACT FIVE - ACCESSl1tENT.

PAST, PRESENT AND

Evaluation without processing as such.

ACT SIX - Location of and identification of SERVICE FACSIMILE. Age
flashes. Examination of dramatizations.
Whnt preclear does to
others. Establish nithout auditor evaluation that Service Facsimile
exists.
ACT SEVEN - Establishment of control center, unether right or vT.rong.
STRAIGHT WIRE ON EFFORTS BY OTHERS TO SHIFT CENTER. AGREEMENTS
TO CHANGE HABITS. PRECLEAR'S EFFORTS TO CHANGE OTHERS.
ACT EIGHT - Devaluation of language with START, STOP, CHANGE
STRAIGHT HIRE, WITH ATTENTION TO MOVE. STRAIGHT HIRE. LOCK SCANNING
IF PRECLEAR NOH ABOVE 2.0. MEST PROCESSING OF ENTHETA. Essentially
orientation of preclear in 1m3T UNIVERSE.
ACT NINE - Running emotional curve:$. EMOTIONAL CURVE PROCESSES. RUNNING
EMOTIONAL LOCKS OVER AGAIN AND AGAIN.
ACT TEN - Running out or de-sensitizing, the SERVICE FACSIMILE.
THOUGHT, EFFORT EMOTION. IF NOT DONE EASILY IN THREE HOURS, GO TO
NEXT ACT.
ACT ELEVEN - ALL sympathy on every dynnuuc. EMOTIONAL CURVES. SYMPATHY.
RUN AS INDIVIDUAL LOCKS. THEN LOCK SCAN. ALL DYNAMICS, CURRENT LIFETIME.
ACT TWELVE - ALL emotion, !:oil clynnmics. LOCK SCANNING except heavy
incidents of secondary magnitude which are run as secondaries (heavy locks,
over unci over by themselves us inCidents). FIVE HOURS MAXIMUM AUDITING TIME,
v-!hether out ar not, go to next step.
ACT THIRTEEN - Current lifetime, attempt to clear case of nll postul~tes
and evaluations in current lifetime. TIDUGHT. STRAIGHT raRE. LOCK SCANNING.
COMPUTATIONS.
ACT FOURTEEN - Rehcbilitate proper control center. Requires instructing
nnd orienting preclear. FULL RESPONSIBILITY.
ACT FIFTEEN - Recheck case. GO THROUGH EACH SUCCESSIVE STEP "\'I;ITH CASE
AGAIN.
NOTE ,)j- This process for cny case. Time allowc:.nce not completely determined
for auditors c..t this i'iriting, estimated at ten hours actual auditing
by auditor plus fifty hours by preclear on self-help book. Additional
auditor time allowance on first four acts for psychotics.

